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Abstract
Information and communication technology (ICT) had a huge impact on the healthcare services
and the Internet plays an important role in forming patients’ attitudes towards health related
services. Although the Internet mentioned as one of the major contributors in todays’ Information
Overload (IO), common notion is that healthcare sector has been remained immune of IO effects.
Throughout an action research, this study showed that IO has significant impact on treatment
sessions of patients suffering from chronicle mental disorders in two ways. Firstly, patients’
acquired information from the Internet bombards physician in the treatment sessions, which
eventually slows down the treatment process. Secondly, protocols and administrative procedures
are subject to change, which leads to frustrating relearning cycles due to the huge amount of
information attaching to them. Also, physicians have a tendency to keep themselves updated
about new achievements in their field, which adds to the IO problem. In an attempt to enhance
the situation an application model purposed in the second half of this research, which uses social
web as a platform to provide a service based on Information Logistics (IL) principles to deal with
the problem of IO.
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Executive Summary
Introduction and Problem Definition
Information Overload is a well-known phenomenon in the Information Systems research and it is
been claimed that the Internet boosts up the problem of information overload. Although the
Internet has mentioned to have significant impact on patient’s attitudes towards healthcare system
in general, there is not empirical evidence that indicates that healthcare system affected by the
information overload. This is particularly odd since patients use the Internet for information
seeking and ask their respective physicians for interpretation of their findings. Also there have
been several attempts by healthcare professionals to overcome the problem of information
overload.
This study triggered by a psychologist to examine effects of information overload on modern
healthcare systems. Subsequently results of the study on the field should be used to form a
solution based on ICTs to enhance the problem of information overload.
Method
Soft System Methodology (SSM), which is an action research method used in the course of this
research.
SSM designed to study complex social problematical situation and provide a model of
intervention tailored for the environment based on different worldviews that exists in the system.
Three world views identified as; Authorities, physicians and patients. Models of purposeful
activity created based on each worldview and the final application model emerged from
accommodation among those purposeful activity models.
Different forms of interviews took place over an 18 month period with several people involved in
the healthcare sector in different levels.
Results
Findings of this research indicate that despite the common notion that information overload has
not affected healthcare sector, Information overload is very much exists in the treatment process
of chronicle mental diseases and the Internet provides a vital role in that. However results showed
that the problem of information overload is not fully understood by stakeholders in the healthcare
sector and any given situation which has/requires huge amount of data perceived as information
overload by them.
Having the problem clear, the second part of the research dealt with development of an
application model to enhance the situation through providing a communication mechanism based
on social web and using collaborative knowledge creation property of social web to deliver a
service based on information logistics principles on the top of that model to deal with the
problem of information overload.
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1. Introduction
Healthcare services are facing a paradigm shift from Disease-Centered care Model (DCM) to
Patient-Center care Model (PCM). The former is based on exclusive decision making about
different aspects of treatment process by physicians1 through applying their clinical knowledge
and experience, whereas the latter tries to engage patients in the decision making process about
different aspects of treatments. Patients’ personal preferences and cultural values, life styles and
family situations take in consideration in PCM in order to provide a customize healthcare. This
approach aimed to empower patients and their loved ones in decision making process with help
of information and knowledge that they have obtained from various resources to facilitate a more
costumed care based on individual’s characteristics (Stanton 2002; Bezold, Peck et al. 2004).
This new paradigm changed the traditional physician-patient relationship in a way that family
doctors are no longer gatekeeper of healthcare information and their diagnosis and prescriptions
can be compared with alternative ones by patients from various resources (Bodkin and Miaoulis
2007). A large body of evidence in Europe and United States indicates that although majority of
people still trust and relay on interpretation of health related information by healthcare
professionals, there is an upward trend among patients towards seeking healthcare information
from the Internet and its emerging application. it is quite normal these days for patients to bring
their findings to treatment sessions and discuss them with their respective physicians both for
getting a better understanding about their health condition and choosing the most appropriate
treatment method from a possible list of alternatives (Hesse, Nelson et al. 2005; Iverson, Howard
et al. 2008; Kummervold, Chronaki et al. 2008; Atkinson, Saperstein et al. 2009; Atienza, Hesse
et al. 2010).
Patients diagnosed with chronic illnesses need to have access to continuous support and learning
opportunities in order to cope with their situations and continue having a normal life. Support
groups2 are one of the ways for providing that support and they have shown positive effects on
mental and physical condition of participants by providing emotional support and learning
opportunities. However it is not always possible to form such groups due to physical barriers and
other sorts of limitations (Benyamini, McClain et al. 2003; Afrin, Greenland et al. 2005). In a
similar area, Internet usage by this group of patients has shifted from using the Internet as a
source of medical information retrieval to a dynamic resource for living with the diseases. For
example, discussions about different related topics with other patients based on patient’s own
experience has become more and more popular among this group (Eysenbach 2007; Eysenbach
2008).
Adding to above, content sharing and collective knowledge creation aspect of social web
generated a buzz in recent years. Social web refers to various networked applications utilizing
technologies such as application mashups, content syndication, video casts, wikis, blogs, social
networking, user tagging, social bookmarks and content and service rating that provide new ways
of information sharing among Internet users(Freeman and Loo 2009). Patients seem to be eager
to use such technologies for information gathering (Eysenbach 2007; Eysenbach 2008).
1

In this study “physicians” refers to a combination of psychologists and nurses.
Support Group defined as; a group of people with common experiences and concerns who provide emotional and
moral support for one another (Webster Dictionary).
2
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On a different perspective, problem of Information Overload (IO) is broadly recognized today.
Huge amount of information from different sources representing to people on daily bases no
matter if they searched for them or not. Information overload is a phenomenon referred to
situations in which amount of offered information exceeded cognitive capabilities of the
receiving party (Eppler and Mengis 2004). The Internet has mentioned as one of the major
contributors into today’s information overload (Williams and Nicholas 1997; Swash 1998;
Beaudoin Christopher 2008; Pagonis and Sinclair 2009).
There is very little evidence on the nature and impact of information overload in the healthcare
setting. This endorses the perception that information overload is a myth or a vague story,
however this lack of evidence about the substance of the concept calls into question the solutions
that have been designed to remedy the situation of the information overload (Tidline 1999; Casey
2003; Hall and Walton 2004).
In summary, the Internet has a significant impact on the patients’ attitudes towards healthcare
services based on PCM principles. Also it has been claimed that the Internet has a significant
impact on the lives of patients suffering from chronic disorders and those patients use the internet
for coping with their illnesses. Adding to that, the Internet is mentioned to be one of the main
contractures to the problem of Information overload, but there are not that many studies to
address information overload in the healthcare setting. In this situation conducting a research to
examine existence and possible effects of Information overload on the healthcare services based
on PCM seems to be necessary. This is one of the objectives of this research.
Information Logistics (IL) is a new filed in Information System (IS) research, which is dealing
with timely providence of accurate information where is needed (Haftor, Kajtazi et al. 2011).
There have been studies about implication of information logistics on the healthcare sector and it
is been suggested to study information logistics operational models in the healthcare sector
(Haftor 2009). One of the major objectives of IL is to deal with the information overload
problem by optimizing information demand and supply based on optimized contents via
intelligent agents (Sandkuhl 2009). Second objective of this research will be attempting to tackle
the problem of information overload via information logistics principles buy using collective
knowledge creation property of social web to determine the information demand and content
instead of intelligent agents.
In the other words, the second objective of my research is to contribute to the information
logistics operational models by providing a specific application model tailored for the healthcare
system to deal with the information overload problem.
This research has been triggered by an invitation from a psychologist, who studies shortcomings
in Swedish healthcare system, to study information overload problem in their clinic and deliver
an application model to enhance the situation.

1.1 Problem Statement and Research Questions
This study aims to capture possible effects of information overload on treatment process of
patients suffering from chronic disorders in modern healthcare systems based on PCM.
Subsequently, findings of the first section will be used to form a solution to enhance the situation
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based on different stakeholder’s opinions about related Information System theories and
technologies.
Question 1: Does information overload have a significant effect on treatment process of chronic
illnesses in modern healthcare systems?
Answering the first question will pave the way for forming a solution for enhancing the
information overload based on information logistic principals. As mentioned earlier, operational
models of IL are called for investigation by Haftor (2009). This study aims to find an operational
model for IL in the healthcare context.
Question 2: What are characteristics of a solution (application model) to enhance the situation
based on the information logistics principles?
The purposed application model as an answer to the second research question can be seen as a
contribution to the IL operational models.

1.2 Contributions
Perhaps the most important contribution of my research is contextualizing information related
problems in the Swedish healthcare system and providing clear descriptions of the problematic
area via presentation of rich pictures. Also delivering an application model tailored for the
healthcare sector to deal with information overload problem is another contribution.
Effects of information overload on healthcare services are not clear and although physicians are
questing for solutions to overcome information overload, academic literature is not addressing
this problem in the healthcare setting. This study aims to provide implication of information
overload on modern healthcare systems. In particular patients suffering from chronicle mental
disorders selected to be studied since they use internet for medical information retrieval on daily
bases. Contextualizing information overload effects on specific services and protocols involved
in the healthcare system is a significant contribution to the filed. Results of this research led to
ontology based solution for handling information overload, which can be seen as a clear cut
contribution to the Information overload phenomenon and well as healthcare systems.
Information logistics is a new filed in Information Systems research and it has been mentioned
that operational models of information logistics need to be developed. This study aims to capture
the requirements of such model from the healthcare sector and deliver an application model
tailored for the healthcare sector.
Furthermore this study will contribute to Social web by using collective knowledge creation
property of social web as a mechanism for filtering and rating healthcare information and also
provides a model of social networking tailored for healthcare services. In the other words, social
web has been seen as end results of web 2.0 technologies. In this research adding to that
functionality, it will be used as mechanism to filter information to enhance information overload.
Soft Systems Methodology has not been used in the Information Systems student dissertations
that much. It’s mostly because mapping conventional dissertation chapters to SSM phases are not
easy. This research shows a way of conducting Master’s dissertations in the respective filed with
this methodology.
3

1.3 Scope and Limitation
This study will conduct on a specific section of Swedish healthcare system. Healthcare is a wide
and complicated sector and results of this study cannot be generalized to any given situation.
Besides that, every healthcare system has its own sets of laws and regulations, so generalization
of results of this research can be valid for chronicle disorders in the healthcare systems with
similar laws, regulation and cultural backgrounds.
Validation of delivered application model evaluated by the feedbacks of interviewees, in reality
this application model needs to be developed and used for a while in order to be evaluated.
The Internet saw as a unity while Information Overload was investigated in this research for the
sake of simplicity, However the Internet is a platform that provide different services. This
research did not focus on different services that offer on the Internet to investigate information
overload.

1.4 Justification
Healthcare budget gets a large chunk of annual expenditure of most developed countries. For
instance united states spend approximately 68,487 Billion dollars on healthcare in 2009 (U.S
government fiscal report 2009) and Sweden spent 32 billion SEK, equivalent to 4.35 billion
dollars, in the same period (Swedish Ministry of finance report). It has been argued by
researchers that in the healthcare systems simple strategies towards facilitating ICT technologies
in the field can decrease the annual expense dramatically (Thompson and Dean 2009).
Contextualizing information related issues in different areas of healthcare can pave the way for
finding alternative ICT solutions based on state of art theories and technologies in the
information systems field. Such solutions can increase efficiency and perhaps reduce healthcare
costs.

1.5 Disposition
The following sections are organized in the following fashion. Section 1 describes the problem
domain and research objectives. Section 2 provides the theoretical background for the research in
the Patient-centered care, information overload, social web and information logistics. Section 3
provides a detailed account about Soft System Methodology and how it is going to be used in this
research. Various illustrations represented in this section to clarify the underlying method.
Section 4 represents findings of the research inform of narrative descriptions and two reach
pictures at middle of the section. At the end of this section first research question will be
answered based on analysis of findings with theory in hand from section 2.
Having the first research question’s answer, in a quest for a solution, section 5 deals with
modeling based on identified worldviews list in section 4. Purposeful activity modes will be
result of this phase. Section 6 deals with finding an accommodation among those models to
provide the basis for application model creation in section 7. Section 8 provides discussions about
the findings and theories used in the course of the research and section 9 provides results of this
study.
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2. Literature Review
The theoretical framework for this study starts with a brief introduction about Patient-Centered
care Method and characteristics that should be available in order to call a healthcare
system/service PCM. In that regard patient support groups will introduce briefly, since it is
mentioned that there can be effective in the treatment process of patients suffering from chronicle
diseases. Information overload described with fair details later on, which follows by a brief
account about information logistic as an alternative cure for information overload. Last but not
least, social web, its applications and collective knowledge creation aspect of social web will
present at the end. This will help in later chapters to provide a medium for online support groups
and collective knowledge creation to deal with information overload via information logistic
principles.

2.1 Patient Centered Care
Patient-Centered Care Method (PCM) coined in 1988 by researchers at the Picker Institute and
contextualized a new trend in healthcare practices. In this approach health services that a patient
receives should be centered around individual’s needs, preferences and perspectives (Dawson,
Tulu et al. 2009), therefore healthcare services are going through a transition from a diseasecentered model (DCM) to a PCM (Karkalis and Koutsouris 2006). In the DSM, physicians make
almost all treatment related decisions based on clinical knowledge and experience that they
acquired and available data as a result of patient’s medical tests. In the PCM, patients become
active participants in decision making process and physicians offer them services designed based
on their individual needs and preferences (Simpson 2007).
There have been studies that have shown positive impact of ICT use on PCM as means of
information gathering tools for having empowered patients who could be involved in decision
making process (Hasman 2002; Demiris, Afrin et al. 2008; Atienza, Hesse et al. 2010; Resnicow,
Strecher et al. 2010). According to Brennan and Safran (2003) ICTs are transforming the way
various healthcare providers, public health authorities, patient associations and pharmaceutical
companies provide their services. ICTs offer a range of new possibilities for supporting
information retrieval, knowledge sharing, and collaboration across geographical, institutional,
and professional boundaries. Also a growing number of individuals are looking to ICTs for
seeking health related information(Atienza, Hesse et al. 2010). Wilson (2009) has identified three
transformative trends that motivates PCM in healthcare systems and society at a larger scale. The
first trend accompanies the ongoing diversification of eHealth3, like health services and
information that is been delivered, various health applications, electronic prescriptions and so on,
the second trend results from the diffusion of Web applications into the business and personal
activities, and the third trend motivating patient centered eHealth is an emerging consensus that
information technology can and should be use more effectively to improve healthcare.
Furthermore seven attributes of PCM listed as below (Davis, Schoenbaum et al. 2005):
3

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines eHealth as “the cost-effective and secure use of ICT in support of
health and health-related fields, including healthcare services, health surveillance, health literature, and health
education, knowledge and research” World Health Organization, E. M. R. (2007). "E-Health in the Eastern
Mediterranean." Retrieved 02/07/2010, 2010.
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1. Superb access to care is the first category and sets out criteria for accessibility of care via
different media including telephone calls and emails. Waiting times in the office and
before starting treatments should not be long and there should be dynamic ways for
making appointments and informing patients about changes in the process. Efficient using
of patient and physicians time, electronic prescriptions and off-hour services are
mentioned in this category as well.
2. Patient engagement in care: with clear definition of rules and responsibilities patients
should keep informed about different aspects of treatment and they should be involved in
decision making process based on accurate information that they receive from their
physicians as long as they want to. Patients should have access to their record as well.
3. Clinical information systems that support high-quality care
4. Care coordination: deals with the coordination of different care providers and availability
of checking services that other providers support and refer patients to them.
5. Integrated, comprehensive care which deals with information transfer across care
providers and healthcare professionals.
6. Ongoing, routine patient feedback to a practice: getting constant feedback from web
resources or other kinds of feedback mechanisms to enhance the situation.
7. Publicly available information on practices: information by which a patient could choose
a physician or a practice most likely to meet the patient's needs.

2.2 Patient Support Groups
Emotional stress resulting from chronic illnesses can be improved by participation in a support
group. These groups have been around for a long time and studies have shown positive effects of
such groups on physical and mental conditions of active participants. Learning new strategies to
cope with the disease from fellow members is one of the emphasized possible effects of such
groups (Benyamini, McClain et al. 2003; Afrin, Greenland et al. 2005). Organizers can invite
experts as guest speakers in those groups occasionally to share their knowledge with group
members. Most often there is a good platform for information exchange among participants in
such groups. In general, teaching new skills for coping effectively with mental disorders is the
most important aim of support groups in that area. Adding to that, methods of self-advocacy to
encourage situations of mutual acceptance, support mentorship and socialization can help public
shift from disease centered model to patient centered care method (Perry, Davis et al. 1993).
Different ways for implementing support groups have been suggested over the years. In person
moderated meetings are remain the “gold standard” for support groups. However this approach
can be medically or logistically challenging for many potential participants to attend. A patient’s
physical ability to mobilize may be limited; the meeting site may be too far, requiring intolerably
lengthy transit times; transport vehicles and/or drivers may not be available at the necessary
times; transportation may be too costly; other commitments may partially or totally conflict with
the scheduled times for the support group meetings (Benyamini, McClain et al. 2003; Afrin,
Greenland et al. 2005).
Above physical problems adding to other problems including; lack of knowledge about those
groups and their dynamics and potential among professional health providers, diversity of groups
based on age, race/ethnicity and other factors are the main barriers for having support groups as
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integral part of patient centered care model (Emerick 1990; Lyons, Cook et al. 1996; Bacon,
Condon et al. 2000).

2.3. Information Overload
Internet users have been doubled to almost 2 billion users in 2010 compared to 1 billion in 2005.
In the latter year over 255 million active websites were up and running and users sent more than
107 trillion (1012) email messages, however 89.1 present of those emails were tagged as spam
(Pingdom AB 2011). One of the drawbacks of living in information society, as we do now, is that
people are bombarded by information whether they actively seek for it or not. Media including;
TV and radio, the Internet, local papers and etc. are just some examples of this phenomenon.
Living a normal life, people can simply ignore such kinds of information without even check the
content. But situation is different in working life or strange life conditions like suffering from
chronicle disease and people tend to check those information for possible use in future (Edmunds
and Morris 2000). In situations like that, people spend considerable amount of time for seeking,
analyzing and interpreting information. The US department of labor estimates that 40% of a
normal workday is spent on processing information. About 80% of that information is in the form
of emails, presentations, texts, videos, web pages, illustrations, drawings, photos, images etc.
This is called unstructured information and it is not easy to fit it neatly in the rows and columns
of a database or spreadsheets (Willems 1997).
Traditionally in main stream of western philosophy information considered as good in virtue of
being information. It means that having an informative nature is one of characteristics of
wellbeing in a philosophical perspective. Utilitarian theories claimed that information can
enhance decision making in order to permute total human happiness. Although modern societies
are even more relay on their information resources, this view of mass information seems to be
obsolete, since available information simply exceeds the intellectual capabilities of receiving
parties.
Information overload is a phenomenon referred to situations in which, amount of offered
information exceeded cognitive capabilities of the receiving party (Eppler and Mengis 2004).
Information overload has been studied in variety of disciplines including; communication studies,
information science, management science, psychology and sociology. Georg Simmel the famous
German psychologist and philosopher defined this issue based on metropolitan type of
individuality (first published in 1903). He believed that, the overflow is based on the
intensification of nervous stimulation resulting from the swift and uninterrupted change of outer
and inner stimuli characterized by the metropolis (Choi 2006; Savolainen 2007).
Probably the first scientific study about information overload is the Miller’s psychological essay
about magic number seven plus or minus two (Himma 2007). In that essay he showed that short
term memory has a limited capacity on processing information and as soon as information items
exceed that magic number, individuals tend to switch to alternative strategies like queuing or
filtering (Miller 1956). But it was in 90s that information overload became a serious thread in
academic research (Savolainen 2007).
Currently there are three active trends in information overload research; first research into
personal information overload and how does that affects individual’s problem solving abilities.
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Second one is organizational studies about information overload and the third focuses on
customer information overload (Edmunds and Morris 2000).
Studies showed that technology and cultural influences play a significant role in creating
information overload. Even though information overload is a real problem with serious
consequences including direct effect on efficacy, there are numerous ways to minimize
information overload and its effects (Hensiak 2003). Also increasing amount of time is needed
for gathering and filtering the relevant information from the actual information flow push while
less time is left for analyzing the relevant information in more details and taking right and
original decision (Hans and Sikke Jan 2008).
It seems quite impossible to know when exactly information overload came to people or
organizations attention, but it is fair to say it became a serious problem at the last decade of
twentieth century (Noyes and Thomas 1995). There are some disagreements about effects of the
Internet on information overload. Some scholars believe that the Internet is causing the
information overload (Swash 1998), while others believe that the information overload problem
has been visible even before the Internet era and it has just intensifies it (Williams and Nicholas
1997).
In the classical literature three different approaches are mentioned for overcoming the
information overload problem. First one is maintaining currency, which is based on systematic
review of literature or available material for making summaries in order to reduce the information
overload’s effects (Wilson, 1997). Second approach is personal information management, which
is based on application of computer systems in a personal use to capture and index information
and the third one is push technology which is based on pushing notices of pre-selected
information sources across the computer screen alerting users to new and updated information
(Herther 1998). However in the more resent approaches intelligent agents were subject of studies
as a cure for information overload. An intelligent agent acts with autonomy by making decisions
on the basis of data it acquires about the environment, rather than as a result of direct instruction
from the user and also it has the facility to learn about individual personal preferences so that
gradually it is able to predict the likelihood of items that will be of interest to the user (Belfourd
and Furner 1997).
Belfourd & Furner (1997) mentioned factors that are leading to information overload as;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recipients get enormous amounts of unsolicited information;
Recipients collect information to indicate a commitment to rationalism and competence
which they believe improves decision-making
Recipients seek more information to check out the information already acquired;
Recipients need to be able to demonstrate justification of decisions;
Recipients collect information just in case it may be useful;
Recipients play safe and get all information possible;
Recipients like to use information as a currency not to get left behind colleagues

Information overload has negative effects of decision making in two ways. Firstly its make it
hard for decision makers to find information when they need it since they have to search in large
quantity of information. Secondly, it makes it hard or perhaps impossible to use the existing
8

information. Besides the difficulties of finding and using information on time, there are other
problems in sorting, distributing and aggregating the founded information. It has been suggested
to provide critical information for staff rather than mass distribution of information for all the
employees (Farhoomand and Donald 2002).
Last but not least, poor application support in terms of configurations to modify information
follow is one of the contributors to organizational information overload and there is a need for
new generation of applications to overcome that issue (Lundqvist 2005).

2.4 Information Logistics
Information Logistics (IL) is defined as provision of information for human or machine actors in
a timely and correct fashion (Haftor, Kajtazi et al. 2011) or the task of getting the right
combination of information products to the right consumers at the right time to accomplish a
successful transaction (Wormley 1978). The main objective of information logistics is to
optimize information provision and information flow. This is based on demands with respect to
the content, the time of delivery, the location, the presentation and the quality of information. The
scope can be a single person, a target group, a machine/facility or any kind of networked
organization. The research field information logistics explores develops and implements
concepts, methods, technologies and solutions for the above mentioned purpose (Sandkuhl 2008;
Sandkuhl 2009). Information logistics research filed established in 1990s as a response to the
phenomenon of information overload. Research in this area indicated that knowledge workers
spend large portions of their time on seeking and analyzing knowledge. In that regard,
information logistics main objective is to optimize information provision and information flow
based on demands with respect to the content, time and location of delivery, presentation and
quality of information. Scope of information logistic research can be a single person, a target
group, a machine/facility or any kind of networked organization. The research field of
information logistics explores develops and implements concepts, methods, technologies and
solutions for the above mentioned purposes (Sandkuhl 2008; Sandkuhl 2009). Information
logistics mentioned to have contribution on increased productivity, sustainability and human
wellbeing. Also it includes information production storage, delivery and its utilization including
required process structures and condition (Haftor 2009). Eleven research directions identified in
information logistics as following; Local Distribution of Information, Information-Production
Flow-Time, User-demand information-supply, Efficiency of Information-Flow, Cross-Functional
supply of Analytical-Information, Process-Improvement through Information-Flows, Information
Logistics for e-Maintenance, Outsourced Information handling, Information-Flows in SupplyChains, Work-flow Modeling and Global Cross-Reference databases (Haftor, Kajtazi et al. 2011).
Information logistics triangle purposed to show the relationship between those concepts
(Demand, Content and Distribution) as can be seen in figure 2.1. This figure illustrates the
relation between demand, content and distribution in a way that information demand directs both
distribution and content selection. The one way arrow between content and distribution indicates
that the content is input to the distribution activities. The key point here is to understand and
capture the users demand for information and complement it by at least two more perspectives:
finding, selecting and aggregating the content that meets the demand; and distribution of this
content on time to the recipient (Sandkuhl 2009)
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Content, which is information provided to the recipient of information, is a term coined in
electronic publishing and indicates that the information under consideration has a known
structure or format in order to allow representation of the same material via different
representations formats. In the other ways content is information regardless of its physical
appearance (Sandkuhl 2008; Sandkuhl 2009).
Distribution deals with providing the content to the user based on their demand, which dictates
media, time, location and format of delivery. Time emphasizes that information should not be
provided at any time but at the right time only. If information is provided too early, the recipient
has to store and retrieve it at the time of use, causing unnecessary burden for the recipient and
maybe problems to retrieve the information. If the information is provided too late, it could be of
no use for the recipient in most cases. To avoid these problems, on-time information supply is
desired. Location indicates that relevance of information is dependent on where the recipient is.
Obvious examples are that the relevance of weather information or traffic information depends on
where the recipient is. Quality indicates that information selection and transmission can be
subject to quality criteria like accuracy, confidentiality or costs (Sandkuhl 2009).

Figure 2.1 triangle based on Sandkuhl (2009)

Representation of content via distribution channels is important because different communication
media and terminal devices have different characteristics and may require that the same content is
representing differently depending on the device that demand is going to be used on. For example
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whether forecasting information can be send to a web browser or a local TV channel or a
personal handheld device. In that example the same information delivered via three different
distribution channels.
User profiles, situation-based and context-based approaches are mentioned for capturing the user
demands. First one, as it name implies, provides a cluster of users based on their information
needs or other context related criteria and provide fix content for each of those clusters. Situationbased determines user demands based on triggers. For instance, sending a text message that alerts
possibility of a storm to all the mobile phones registered on a one specific cell tower can be seen
as situation based demand. Context based demand is based on finding sophisticated algorithms
that match several patterns to come up with appropriate information demand in complex domains
Sandkuhl (2009).
Core challenge of information logistics is to provide the most appropriate content. In this regards
two approaches described by Sandkuhl (2009); information retrieval and semantic matching.
Information retrieval is primarily supporting the task of finding the right information for a given
demand. Semantic matching is contributing to deciding whether given information is relevant for
an information demand.
In dynamic environments such as healthcare sector contents and context changing rapidly and it
cannot be overlooked when information logistics considered as fundamental discipline for an
application model. Context defined as a collection of values extracted from the environment at a
certain time and it means that for dynamic environments mechanisms of capturing information
demand and content should be dynamic (Meissen, Pfennigschmidt et al. 2004).
Information logistics plays a prominent role in the field of healthcare (Reichertz 2006) and
developments such as; shift to electronic medical records; from local to global information
systems architectures, shift towards patient-centered care, new technologies in the healthcare;
give a prominent role to information logistics. According to Schweiger, Sunyaev et al. (2007)
there are information problems with institutional disciplines in the healthcare sector. The lack of
congruous media, which might be caused by different digital data structure formats, leads to
inconsistencies of the data collected. However, the author claims that the principle of information
logistics can increase the quality of information, meanwhile reduce the risk of errors.

2.5 web 2.0 (social web)
Web 2.0 coined in 2004 in an attempt to describe a new way of using technology in resent ages
by Tim O’ Reilly as following:
“Web 2.0 is the network as platform, spanning all connected devices; Web 2.0
applications are those that make the most of the intrinsic advantages of that
platform: delivering software as a continually-updated service that gets better the
more people use it, consuming and remixing data from multiple sources, including
individual users, while providing their own data and services in a form that allows
remixing by others, creating network effects through an ‘architecture of
participation’ and going beyond the page metaphor of Web 1.0 to deliver rich user
experiences” (O’Reilly 2007, pp. 1)
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His view of web 2.0 is irrelevant to the underlying technology and he mentioned that It does not
refer to new technical standards, but to new ways of using the Internet as a platform for
interactive applications (O’Reilly 2007).
New technologies, applications and services enabling and facilitating collaboration, information
sharing and aggregation, composition of independent services and provision of rich user
interaction constitute the so called Web 2.0 (McLean, Richards et al. 2007).
According to Musser (2006) Web 2.0 is defined as a set of economic, social, and technology
trends that collectively form the basis for the next generation of the internet – a more mature,
distinctive medium characterized by user participation, openness, and network effect. These
concepts are manifested in such technologies as blogging, keeping an online diary of personal
thoughts and reflections; tagging and social bookmarking, the practice of sharing personalized
bookmarks that contain self-made labels called tags to categorize content; and read-write web,
which are websites that can be edited by users (Anderson 2007).
Many authors enumerate several emerging technologies and applications under the Web 2.0
platform. These include wikis, blogs, RSS, tagging and the user comment functionality found in
various websites (Barsky 2006; Barsky and Purdon 2006; Karkalis and Koutsouris 2006; Boulos
and Wheeler 2007).
Wikis: A wiki is a collaborative software that allows users to add content but also allows that
content to be edited by anybody (Sharp 2006). Wikis can be used for sharing knowledge
(encyclopedia-style wiki), e.g. Wiki Surgery and/or running community projects. They can also
be used as a method of virtual collaboration, e.g., to share dialogue and information among
participants in group projects, or to allow learners to engage in learning with each other, using
wikis as a collaborative environment to construct their knowledge or to be part of a virtual
community of practice (Boulos, Maramba et al. 2006).
Blogs: A blog is a Web site that contains dated entries in reverse chronological order (most recent
first) about a particular topic (Boulos, Maramba et al. 2006). These entries may contain text,
links, photographs, video and audio files. Blogs are often used for news on specific subjects or as
personal diaries. Most of blogs use RSS feeds allowing user subscriptions. Another mechanism
often used in blogs is “trackbacks” which allows bloggers to be notified when anyone else links
to their blog entries, functioning like two-way hyperlinks, while still being implemented as oneway links (Karkalis and Koutsouris 2006).
RSS: (Really Simple Syndication or Rich Site Summary) is a set of XML-based web-content
distribution and republication/syndication protocols used by news sites and blogs to announce
recent additions of content/updates to a website or user-defined query (Boulos and Wheeler
2007). Programs called “feed readers” or “aggregators” can be used to manage multiple
syndication feeds and read content from many sources (Karkalis and Koutsouris 2006).
Podcasting: those are time and location independent digital files. Free software enables computer
users to subscribe to regular podcast feeds (audio/video RSS feeds), download them
automatically, and transfer them to a portable device like an Apple iPod or MP3/MP4 player for
later playback (or listen to/watch them on any laptop or desktop computer equipped with
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speakers and supported by media software such as Windows Media Player) (Boulos, Maramba et
al. 2006).
Tagging: it refers to a sequence of characters in a markup language used to provide information,
such as formatting specifications, about a web page, document or photographs. Collaborative
tagging by many people formulate what is called a “folksonomy” (Boulos and Wheeler 2007), a
cooperative, informal, freestyle classification scheme. By using tags someone can organize a
personal collection of items (Karkalis and Koutsouris 2006).
Collective knowledge creation as a result of open nature of web 2.0 technologies has mentioned
in several studies (Chih-Hsiung, Michael et al. 2008; Rice 2008) and mentioned that users tend to
be eager to participate in this process. Successful stories including Wikipedia, IMDB or technical
forums confirm that claim.
Collective knowledge creating systems work based on collaboration of human and technology in
the way that machines enable the collection and harvesting of large amounts of human-generated
knowledge. Those systems have the following aspects in common (Tom 2008);
User-generated content, which is information stored on the system based on human social
process. Human-machine synergy, which is the useful information generated from human and
machine interaction and could not be obtained otherwise. And finally increasing returns with
scale which indicates that when more people contribute, the system gets more useful.

2.6 Use of Theory in the Research
My research has aimed to study possible effects of information overload in modern healthcare
systems and provide an alternative solution based on ICTs to enhance the situation. In this regard,
characteristics of PCM will be used in the interviews to determine if the underlying domain is
compatible with PCM promises or not. Furthermore information overload symptoms will be
examined to answer the first research question.
The psychologist who has initiated the research is looking for a solution based on ICTs to
enhance the situation. This is the second objective of this research and possible implications of
social web through web 2.0 technologies will be studied based on literature and interviews with
the stakeholders involved in the process. Characteristics of different web 2.0 technologies will
examine to form a solution based on social web for the environment.
Last but not least, information logistics has been mentioned to be an alternative cure for
information overload. IL principals will be used in the course of developing the solution to deal
with the problem of information overload.
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3. Methodology
This chapter provides theoretical material about the scientific method which has been chosen for
this research. In the beginning, conventional methodologies in the Information Systems research
filed will be represented. Later on a detailed account about Soft System Methodology will
present. Finally a tailored way of conducting research based on SSM for the environment will
represent. Last part of this section deals with trustworthiness and ethical issues of the research.

3.1 Research Paradigm
Science is a systematic means of investigation that uses observations, experimentation and
hypothesis testing in a wide range of subject disciplines. In some research, initial observations or
preliminary experiments lead to improved experimental designs and improved research and
discoveries. Bias and subjectivity need to be removed so that the correct conclusions can be
arrived at, and then further experimentation can be undertaken, if necessary (Trevors 2010).
Research paradigm for scientists in a particular discipline defined as a cluster of belief and
assumptions, which states what should be studied (underlying phenomenon) , how research
should be done (Research method) and how results should be interpreted (Bryman 1988). In the
other words, research paradigm is a disparate worldview or belief system that is a reflection of
the decisions that researchers make (Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998).
Information system research has been dominated by two major paradigms, behavioral science and
design science. Behavioral science paradigm deals with theories for predicting human and
organizational behaviors in dealing with IS artifacts, whereas design science paradigm tries to
contribute by designing and developing new information system artifacts for increasing personal
and organizational capabilities (Hevner, March et al. 2004). Design science attempts to create
things for serving specific human purposes in contrast to natural science, which includes
traditional research in social and behavioral domains by developing sets of concepts, or
specialized language, to characterize phenomena (March and Smith 1995; Denning 1997).
Action research is an interactive inquiry process that balances problem solving actions
implemented in a collaborative context with data-driven collaborative analysis or research to
understand underlying causes enabling future predictions about personal and organizational
change. It is a reflective method of problem solving with the aim of contributing to the practical
concerns of people in immediate problematical situations as well as contribution to the goals of
social science (Reason and Bradbury 2001). It has been mentioned that action research and
design science are quite similar research approaches since they both have similar steps with
similar contents but different names (Järvinen 2007).
Cyclical process of action research described in five phases; Diagnosing, Action Planning, Action
taking, Evaluating and Specifying learning as it can be seen in figure 3.1 (Susman and Evered
1978). Although they have mentioned that all the phases should be available in a comprehensive
action research, collaboration between the researcher and the client system might result in
different number of phases in specific projects.
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Figure 3.1 Cyclical Process of Action Research, adopted from (Suman and Evered, 1978)

Suman and Evered (1978) identified six characteristics for action research as: Future Oriented,
Collaborative, Implication of system development, Generates Theory Grounded in Action,
Agnostic and Situational. Based on these characteristics Jäveren (2007) mentioned that action
research uses people’s perspectives to highlight the utility aspect of the future system and it
produces knowledge to guide practice in modification. In the other words, knowledge is
generated, used, tested and modified in the course of the action research project.
Soft systems methodology (SSM) is an action research method based on systemic approach for
tackling real-world problematic situations (Checkland and Scholes 1990; Checkland and Poulter
2006). Like design science, SSM tries to serve human purpose by delivering models of change in
order to enhance complex social problematical situations (Checkland and Poulter 2006).

3.2 Soft System Methodology
Checkland and Poulter (2006) described everyday life as a complex interacting flux of changing
events and ideas which unroll during the time. Human beings so often find themselves in
situations in which something needs to be done in order to improve some particular
“problematical situation”. They are careful with phrasing “problematical situation” rather than
“problem situation” in order to emphasis those issues might not be well defined problems that can
be solved by applying experience. In their view, there is no right or wrong solution for such
complex issues rather there are better or worst solutions. Going through a learning cycle, various
factors should get examined carefully in order to take the most appropriate course of action.
Real life problematical situations are never static and they contain multiple perceptions of reality
because different people have different assumptions about the world and reality. As an example
Checkland mentioned that one person might see prison as a punishment system, whereas another
person might see it as a rehabilitation mechanism. This worldview difference subsequently makes
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their ideas about possible interventions in the justice system fundamentally different. Adding to
diversified worldviews among people, another assumption about problematical situations is that
there are always people who are trying to act purposefully in order to enhance the problematical
situation. These two assumptions led to the idea of tackling problematical situation with a process
of inquiry which, through social learning, seeks for the most appropriate actions to improve the
problematical situation (Checkland and Poulter 2006; Checkland and Scholes 1990). Figure 3.2
illustrates the mentioned assumption about nature of problematical situations and how it tackles
them.

Figure 3.2 SSM assumption (Numbers 1 to 3) leads to taking action to enhance the situation
(Numbers 4 to 7). Adapted from Checkland and Poulter (2006, p. xix)
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SSM is a learning cycle in which researchers study characteristics of the underlying domain
carefully and try to come up with a tailored action model to enhance the situation. In summary
SSM learning cycle can be seen as seven principles that are leading to five actions;
1. “Real world problematical situation” is subject of study rather than “real world problem”, by that
Checkland wants to emphasis on complexity of social context.
2. People have different worldviews, which affect the way they perceive and interpret the
problematical situation and subsequently purposeful activity models.
3. Every real world problematical situation consists of people who act purposefully on the content.
So the models of purposeful activity build to describe a particular worldview.
4. Above mentioned purposeful activity models should use in discussions and debates as a source of
question about the situation.
5. In above mentioned discussions researcher should find accommodations among different
worldviews. This means that researcher should be able to find a version of solution that address
different issues based on different world views.
6. The enquiry created from points 1 to 5 is infinite process since every cycle can situation less
problematical and change the environmental variables, so next cycles can run to make other
changes to improve the situation again and again.
7. Organizing above mentioned principles should embodied conscious critical reflection both about
situation itself and also about thinking about it.
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Figure 3.3 SSM Learning Cycle Adapted from Checkland and Poulter (2006, p.62)

As it can be seen in above picture (figure 3.3) SSM tries to understand the problem and define
action to improve in real world problematical situations. The learning cycle contains phases
numbered from one to four and a reflection on the process in order to keep the process aligned
with the aims and objectives. Each phase has clear objectives and suggested techniques as it will
described in next sections. Learning cycle can redo as many times as it is necessary to get
appropriate results that satisfies the project owner and enhances the problematical situation.
3.2.1 Phase One; Finding Out
As the name implies this phase is about getting a solid understanding about different aspects of
the underlying domain and four ways of understanding is suggested in this phase. First, and the
most important, one is called “Rich Picture”. Rich pictures represent operational processes,
procedures, deployed resources, actors, structures and environmental factors that affect the
domain. Obviously knowing all of that helps to grasp the problem more clearly, however in
reality it is not always possible or even efficient to have all this information represented on the
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rich picture. These pictures later on will be used to address the problems based on developed
models in modeling phase. Adding to rich pictures, analysis phase one to three also represented in
the methodology as subparts of finding out phase. Those analysis phases help researchers get a
more holistic understanding of the situation in order to come up with more realistic models in
later phases.
Analysis one is about characteristics of intervention itself, in which the methodology, the use of
methodology and the domain bring together in a particular relationship. Roles should be clear in
this stage and results of this analysis helps in classification of worldviews in later phases.

Figure 3.4 Analysis One, Characteristics of Intervention Adapted from Checkland and Poulter (2006, p27)

This sub-phase should lead to the following point; who is the Client, how is the Practitioner and
who are the issue owners. The main objective here is to identify stakeholders based on their role
so that boundaries of the systems under analysis are determined. These roles later on can be used
to form worldviews as the basis for modeling phase.
Analysis two and three are concerned with the social and political situation in which problematic
situation is located. Norms, values, dominant culture and political structure of the domain in
which problematical situation located should be studied, in order to come up with models in later
phases that are acceptable in the domain.
In conclusion this stage provides a clear vision about different aspects of domain for the
researchers and results should be presented in graphical format or text based descriptions.
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3.2.2 Phase Two; Modeling
Among other findings of phase one, stakeholders list represent in this phase. The whole purpose
of this phase is to develop models of purposeful activity based on root definitions of different
worldviews appeared in the previous phase. Root Definition is a written statement that describes
characteristics of interventions in a high level fashion based on one specific worldview and used
as the main building blocks for creating purposeful activity models.
PQR analysis and CATWOE are techniques for writing and enhancing root definitions. PQR
formula involves in formulation of root definition in this manner; do P by Q in order to achieve
R. This provides a written statement about what should be done by whom and in what manner;
however this statement can be enhanced by doing a CATWOTE analysis. CATWOE tries to
describe characteristics of Transaction process (T) based on specific worldview (W) with
consideration of other factors including customers (C), actors (A), owner (O) and 5E criteria for
efficiency and efficacy (E).
CATWOE is an old technique, which remained unchanged from the early years of SSM and it
needs rethinking and renaming of elements, however it is a well-known and well used technique
that still has so many benefits to offer (Bergvall-Kåreborn, Mirijamdotter et al. 2004).

Figure 3.5 Modeling process of SSM
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Delivered root definitions will be used to make purposeful activity models by defining 5 + 2
activities essential for making transformation possible. One important aspect of modeling is
defining criteria for monitoring and controlling the process. 5Es that used in the CATWOE can
be used as guidelines to come up with those criteria. This can be seen at the bottom of figure 3.4
in which circles and lines inside the closed shape define activities and circles outside the closed
shape show the feedback process based on defined criteria.
3.2.3 Phase Three, Structured Discussions
Results of previous phase in form of models should be used in this phase to lead structured
discussions about elements of developed models with all the issue owners. This should result in
finding an accommodation among worldviews in which basic requirements of each group has
considered. In the other world, one version of action that all issue owners can live with it. One of
the assumptions of SSM is that there are always people willing to enhance the problematical
situation. This assumption plays an important role in accommodation finding process. In the other
words people should be able to make compromise in order to come up with a solution that
enhances the situation for everyone involved in the domain not just a particular group.
3.2.4 Phase Four, Defining Action to Improve
Having the final activity model, this stage concerned with determining details of the model or in
the other words, provides an executable description of the model to implement the change and
perhaps enhance the problematical situation.
Critical reflection on the process
Last but not least a critical reflection on the process can provide good insight for both academic
purposes and practical development projects. It can also help to enrich the methodology itself for
new domains or conditions.

3.3 Tailored SSM for Underlying Research
3.3.1 Site of the Study
This study will conduct in a psychiatric ward of a public clinic located in a town Southern
Sweden. The clinic provides those kinds of medical treatments that do not require hospital
facilities and equipment. Overall more than 10 physicians, 17 nurses, 3 physiotherapists and 7
administrative staff work as full time employees with fixed contracts and almost the same
number of people employed by the county council as Undersköterska4 (assistant nurse) for taking
care of patients suffering from psychological disorders in their homes.
The clinic’s main specialty areas are child health, antenatal health, diabetes care, laboratory
services, psychiatry, physiotherapy and asthma. This clinic, like any other public sector in
Sweden, works under the supervision of the county council, which facilitates the resources and
4

Undersköterska is equivalent of “Licensed practical nurse” in United States and Canada and can translate as
assistant nurse. It has defined as “nurse who cares for "people who are sick, injured, convalescent, or disabled
under the direction of registered nurses and physicians” (Wikipedia)
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sets out regional policies. Structure of Swedish healthcare system will be described with a fair
detail later on in the same section.
Neuropsychology subsection of the mentioned clinic provides a wide range of psychological
treatments for youth and adults suffering from various forms of psychological disorders.
However the main focus on that ward is on chronicle psychological disorders including; attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), Autism and Tourette syndrome. Child health section
offers Regular checks of child's development and growth, Vaccinations Welfare's immunization,
Call and advice and forming parent groups. Also being the nearest clinic to a university campus
antenatal clinic provides contraceptive services, testing of suspected sexually transmitted
diseases, pregnancy tests, parenting and Cervical Cancer Screening. The mentioned campus has
approximately 19,000 registered students and among those there are roughly 2,000 international
students from almost every country in the world.
3.3.2 Data Gathering
Three main groups of people have been interviewed in this research. First group consists of a
psychologist and a nurse and they will represent physicians’ perspectives or worldviews that are
involved in treatment process of psychiatric patients. The mentioned psychologist is working for
the same clinic while he is conducting his own research on the healthcare system. This makes
him particularly an important asset for this research since he has a working knowledge about the
healthcare system and its shortcomings and also he has a fair knowledge about information
systems and current technological trends in the field. The mentioned nurse has started her career
as an assistant nurse for Skåne County Council over a decade ago and then shifted to Kronoberg
County Council to work and study at Linnaeus University. After her resent graduation she moved
back to Skåne and currently she is working at a psychiatric emergency room. Her long experience
with patients who needed constant care from one hand and her work experience in different
municipalities from the other hand make her a valuable information source for this research.
Second interviewee group are patients, but healthcare is a sensitive field and it is not possible or
even legal5 based on Swedish laws for that matter, to have direct interviews with patients who are
under treatment for unlicensed researchers. For filling this gap interviews with three nursing
students whom have been worked as assistant nurses will be conduct in order to get a fair insight
about patients’ perspectives. These students have worked as personal assistant for such kind of
patients under treatment in the same clinic or other care providers in the same region. In semi
structured interviews they will be clarified about objectives of this research and try to get patients
perspective from them, however in some cases they might have to ask their patients and bring
back the results. This might be a time consuming and hard process and they need to be fully
briefed before those sessions. So with a bit of clarification and role playing, one could say their
information could be seen as accurate source.
Third group of interviewees consists of county council and department of health and social
affairs. As mentioned earlier SSM is a holistic approach and needs to consider social, political
and economic environment as well. Two civil servants are going to be interviewed to get
5

Researchers who have interest in the field can apply for a permit that allows them to conduct interview with
patients, but several factors including language barrier and practical issues lead to the stage in which this research
conducted without such a permit.
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appropriate information for that area. First one had worked for the county council for about 3
years and before that he had part-time jobs in the healthcare sector, where as the second one had
worked there for over a year and before that she had worked with foster children for several
years. Information needed for this group’s worldview will also gather from official published
documents by the authorities from various government websites.
3.3.3 Methodology Use in This Research
First phase, finding out, starts with data gathering about different aspects of the domain with a
broad perspective and moves towards a narrowed down focus at the end. First research question
will be answered at the end of phase one and it provides the bases for further phases to develop a
solution to enhance the situation. Second question will be answered after phase three with help of
making accommodation among different worldviews. Figure 3.6 illustrates the use of SSM in my
research.
Rich pictures will present at the end of data gathering part of finding out based on the information
that obtained from the environment through interviews and document reviews.
Interviews are open at the beginning of the phase and interviewer will listens to learn about the
domain, however towards the end of phase one, theories which represented in the literature
section will be used to guide the data gathering phase. Same theories will be used to analyses the
findings and provide an answer for the first research question at the end of the phase one.
Second phase consist of interactive solution creation between the researcher and representatives
of particular worldviews in order to make an idealistic model of intervention that serves their
particular needs. In this phase the researcher will capture needs of each worldview based on
interviews and will try to create a model based on findings and theories from literature chapter.
Having done this process for all the worldviews, phase three is about making an accommodation
among those models to find a unified model of change that delivers fundamental needs of each
worldview.
Finally phase four is involved with making a model of intervention based on the accommodation
that appeared in the previous phase. This will be the answer to the second research question.
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Figure 3.6 SSM use for the underlying research
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3.3.3.1 SSM’s Phase One (Finding Out)
This research starts with the understanding of the healthcare system as a whole in order to
provide a glance on political, cultural and social structures. General investigation about the area
of healthcare through information gathering from various documents will be the means of
investigation in this phase.
•
•

Healthcare structure and how it works
Pinpointing bodies that involved in the process in order to capture their worldviews later on

Above points need to be clarified in order to make phase three, which deals with accommodation
finding based on feasibility and desirability, more clear and transparent.
With a more focused perspective, information overload and its effects on the treatment process of
chronic psychiatric disorders will be examined in order to answer the first research question.
Obviously the focus will be on PCM and information overload in order to deliver a set of rich
pictures that show the Information overload effects on the participants.
This phase ends with providing the rich pictures and answering the research question number
one, however connection with the field and stakeholders will remain open since they will be
involved in the modeling and accommodation phase as well.
3.3.3.2 SSM’s Phase Two (Modeling)
Having the rich picture and identified major worldviews that need to be considered in the system.
Next stage will be developing purposeful activity models. Interviews with representatives of each
worldview are conducted to understand their needs and reflect them in form of root definitions.
Three root definitions will be presented at the end of this phase and each of which will represent
one worldviews desired change in the system.
3.3.3.3 SSM’s Phase Three (Accommodation)
Having purposeful activity models, same interviewees will ask to justify their model against
others in order to come up with a model of change to fulfill requirements of different groups.
3.3.3.3 SSM’s Phase Four (Defining an Action to Improve)
In this phase results of accommodations and related theories will represent through an application
model to enhance the situation.

3.4 Research Rigor
In behavioral science rigor achieve by application of appropriate data collection and analysis
techniques, whereas design science and action research need to show application of rigorous
methods in creating and evaluating the artifacts. In design science, with respect to the
construction activity, rigor should be evaluated by applicability and generalizability of artifacts
(Hevner, March et al. 2004). However it has been mentioned that over emphasis on rigor results
in corresponding lowering the relevance in both paradigms (Applegate 1999; Lee 1999).
Rigor is achieved by effective use of research methodology and theoretical foundations. Design
science researchers need to constantly evaluate relevance of their controlling measurements in
order to guarantee the research rigor (Hevner, March et al. 2004).
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In order to achieve rigorous results in this research, methodology will follow carefully and
feedbacks from involved people will be considered to measure and control different aspects of
the process. These issues are embedded in the SSM process since different worldview
representatives are involved in the decision making process for developing models of change.
This makes the artifact applicable and generalizable for similar domains.
In order to provide repeatable results, process of investigation will represent as transparent as
possible. However due to page number limitation, it is not possible to reflect on the whole
journey, but the major milestones will represent thoroughly.

3.5 Ethical Considerations
Researches in the area of healthcare could always be subject of ethical considerations due to the
nature of healthcare sector. In this research a bidirectional trustworthy relationship between the
researcher and interviewees should be built. Interviewees’ personal information will not be
reviled. Information about particular patients will not include in the report, but it might be used in
the private discussion sessions for accommodation finding in section 6.
This research follows the five principles of Research Ethics framework in order to deliver honest,
trustworthy and reliable results.
•
•
•
•
•

Research subjects will inform fully about the purpose, methods and intended possible uses of the
research. In the first session with each interviewee this information will be presented to them.
The confidentiality of information supplied by research subjects and the anonymity of respondents
must be respected.
Research participants must participate in a voluntary way, free from any coercion. In this regard
emails sent to the potential interviewees and those who replied got interviewed.
Harm to research participants must be avoided.
The independence of research must be clear, and any conflicts of interest or partiality must be
explicit.
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4. SSM Phase One; Finding Out
First phase of SSM deals with providing a holistic view of the problematical situation via
identifying characteristics of the intervention and drawing “Rich Pictures”. Section 4.1 contains
results of analysis one of SSM and identifies different roles and a list of issue owners. In the other
words, “worldviews” which are considered to be important enough will be taken into account.
SSM is a holistic methodology based on System Science theories and one of the fundamental
assumptions in SSM is that complex social systems need to be fully understood as a whole before
any attempt to provide a solution. Therefore section 4.2 provides a brief account about the
structure of Swedish Healthcare System based on several official documents from various
government bodies’ websites. Later on, in section 4.3, the focus will shift on problems that might
occur due to the lack of coordination among different bodies involved in the healthcare.
Information Crisis is one of the categories that mention under coordination issues and will be
introduce in section 4.4 in more details, but before that in section 4.3 description of working
procedures in the clinic will present in order to make it clear how information crisis category
affects treatment processes.

4.1 Analysis One, Structure of Intervention and Characteristics of the Domain
As it described in the methodology chapter, SSM starts with analysis of the underlying
intervention due to the social, political and cultural aspects. This research is initiated as part of a
study about shortcomings in Swedish Healthcare System by a psychologist who is working for
the same clinic. In the very first introductory meeting he mentioned that information overload
provides difficulties for them and he is looking for a software solution to enhance the situation.
This statement shaped the general outfit of this research, which is examining effects of
information overload on their practice and provide a software model to enhance the situation.
Above definition makes him the client whom causes the intervention to happen. The final model
of change will be an application model tailored for the environment based on Information
Systems state of the art theories via SSM learning cycle.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the characteristics of intervention and different roles in the process. In the
later sections problems of healthcare system in terms of lack of coordination and communication
will be describe and as it can be seen from the figure via SSM this research is trying to enhance
the situation.
Understanding the social and political aspects of the domain is the next step in the analysis one.
This is particularly important to shape a solution which is feasible and desirable based on
characteristics of the domain. Patient safety rules and privacy considerations are quite restricted
in healthcare systems all over the world and Sweden is not an exception as the client mentioned
in the first meeting. Physicians are not allowed to reveal patient information even for research
purposes unless the researcher gets specific license for research from authorities and follows
certain procedures. This changed the course of this research from the beginning since initial aim
was to integrate Electronic Health Records (EHR) to the underlying solution.
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Figure 4.1 Structure of Intervention

Three worldviews mentioned to be important in this context; Authorities, which include
Department of health and social affairs, County Council and Municipalities. Although these are
three different bodies of government but with a safe generalization they can be grouped in the
same team since they have similar objectives and assumptions when it comes to care process.
Second group is Physicians, who are involved delivery of care in the lowest level. Those are
doctors, nurses, administrative staff, assistants and etc. last but not list, Patients who are
individuals suffering from chronic disease and their loved ones
Currently patients play an important role in Swedish healthcare and the physician/patient
relationship is not in the traditional way in which physicians dominate the process. This can make
developments towards patient centered care easier since there is not that much hesitation from
physicians. Patient safety and security is the main consideration in the Swedish healthcare system
and any sort of change or development that might compromise that will never get a chance to
practice. Overall, an impartial observer can conclude Sweden provides a high quality healthcare
system and there are motivated individuals that want to contribute to the system as much as they
can. This provides solid bases for conduction a research via SSM.

4.2 A Glance on Swedish Healthcare System
Civil servants, who are interviewed in the course of this research to represent the authorities’
worldview, provide the following information from various government websites and their own
knowledge.
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Sweden has been in the top rank of countries offering high quality and yet affordable healthcare
services with equal access for its inhabitants for a long time. This system has a good reputation
among healthcare professionals around the world and there have been a lot of studies by different
scholars and authorities from different countries to understand and learn from it. For example
Nick Triggle’s report titled “How the NHS could learn from Sweden”, which can be found in
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4460098.stm) is a suggestion for British healthcare system to
adopt such a model. This well established and working discipline also nurtured healthcare
professionals with a wealth of knowledge and experience in variety of health related areas,
processes and protocols including medical science, healthcare management and etc.
Swedish Government official websites6 provide useful information about structure of healthcare
system as well as how it is managed and financed. Sweden has a decentralized healthcare system
which works in three levels; National, Regional and Local. National level through Ministry of
Health and Social Affairs (Socialdepartementet) sets out goals and policies of healthcare system.
Their responsibility is to make sure that system works efficiently and according to its
predetermined objectives. In the regional level county councils from the basis of healthcare
systems and they are responsible for delivery of healthcare services. Last but not least, in the
local level municipalities are responsible for delivering and financing long term care for elderly,
disabled and psychiatric care. Figure 4.2 shows this structure in a simple way.
Three principles of human dignity, need and solidarity and cost-effectiveness underpin the
decisions and priorities of healthcare services in the exact same order as they presented. It means
that human dignity is more important than cost effectiveness and so on.
In the priority list of the healthcare services, “care of life-threatening diseases, palliative care
and care of people with chronic diseases and disabilities” are at the top of the list. This makes
objectives of this research, which is enhancing the situation for treatment of chronicle psychiatric
patients, justifiable and interesting for the authorities.

6

Ministry of Health and Social Affairs (http://www.sweden.gov.se/sb/d/2061)
The National Board of Health and Welfare (http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/)
The Swedish National Institute of Public Health (http://www.fhi.se/)
The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (http://www.skl.se/)
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Figure 4.2 Structure of Swedish Healthcare System

4.3 Lack of Coordination and Its Subsequent Problems
Information in this section gathered from meetings and interviews of a psychologist who is
studied problems of healthcare system. He is the one who is labeled as client in section 4.1. In a
meeting between him and researchers from Linnaeus University he described the main issues
related to lack of coordination that could be interesting for information systems research.
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The psychologist said a disordered fashion and lack of an overarching coordination is the main
problem in the current Swedish Healthcare system and he has divided the problems underneath of
this area in five different groups. In another interview later on he mentioned that;
“Healthcare is an interlinked domain and in order to have a smooth process of care in
the lowest level, different parties involve in the care practices should have a basic level
of coordination at higher levels” and “computerized applications are needed to
overcome these issues”.
First group named Absence by him and focuses on those issues that are caused by lack of
programs and resources in a coherent way (see figure 4.3). He mentioned that “1:st line”, which
deals with the entrance of patients to the clinic, is a big issue in the healthcare chain and leads to
a negative public opinion about the healthcare system. “Patients have to wait in relatively long
queues before they can start their treatment process because healthcare centers do not have
facilities to serve them immediately”. In a more detailed way; most of the time patients have to
move through a healthcare chain in order to complete their treatment process. Healthcare chain
can start from the public healthcare gateways unless patients use private care provider services,
which is not common in Sweden compared to other developed countries. School nurses, local
hospitals or clinics in which a particular patient has registered could be seen as that healthcare
gate. Based on professional opinion on those centers patients might refer to the specialists in
different care centers. In this point patients have to stay in the referred center waiting list before
they start their treatments. It is possible for occasional or routine treatment sessions in other
specialized clinics as a part of their treatment, which can amplify the queues problem. Figure 4.3
illustrates this problem by showing possible healthcare chain, which some patients might go
through. Although there is a maximum 90 days limit policy on waiting lists in the healthcare
practice, but in reality queues might take up until 6 months due to the lack of resources7.

7

Lack of human resources is serious in Swedish healthcare system as almost all the interviewees pointed out.
Currently the job market in this sector is good compared to other professions and graduated students can find jobs
easily, this also provides a huge staff turnover in the lower job positions, which has its own difficulties but we are
not going to discuss this in this research.
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Figure 4.3 Healthcare chain

Lack of a general healthcare program and enough resources in most centers are problems that not
only add to the queues problem, but also bring confusion among stakeholders in different centers
for delivering their specialized services. In the case of psychological disorders, lack of an early
screening system in the healthcare system and also in the school care, despite the high rate of
ADHD among youth, provides difficulties later on for the psychologists working with those kids.
The treatment process can go easier and smoother if symptoms could get detect at an earlier age.
Second group of problems named as Islands in the healthcare process by the psychologist. By
this ironic excretion he wanted to put spotlight on the lack of coordination between different
parties involved in the healthcare process. Isolated visions of professionals about the process
make it impossible to get a satisfactory coordination level. It means that physicians might focus
entirely on those aspects of treatments which fall into their own area of expertise and ignore other
disciplines. In the other worlds a holistic view of healthcare is not available. One patient might
fall under different categories according to different perspectives, but it is not easy to see it this
way for some physicians.
Third group labeled as information crisis. He mentioned knowledge explosion, which can define
as worldwide accessibility of knowledge, as a serious issue in their section, which caused by
creation of huge volume of knowledge in their practice. He said that there are huge numbers of
publications about all the mentioned disorders, their symptoms and emerged treatment methods.
This information comes from academic publications through the Internet. Adding to that, treating
local patients could result in vast amount of obtained knowledge and experience in physicians’
minds. The latter is a valuable source of knowledge because it is the sort of knowledge that
harvested form the actual context.
Adding to that, the Internet provides considerable amount of information about all the mentioned
disorders, which helps physicians to update their knowledge about subject matter. Also patients
could access to the available information about disorders and try to speed up the treatment
process by gaining knowledge and awareness about the symptoms and alternative treatments.
However there is a flip side to this new opportunity, publicly available information on the
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Internet is not always accurate and trust worthy and can provide confusions for patients. Also
physicians get overloaded by the information that patents bring to them. Further information
about these problems will represent in section 4.5.
Overloaded IT units is another problem in this area which makes it hard or perhaps impossible to
use data driven approaches in decision making, although the current system has the abilities to be
modified for such kind of purposes.
Forth group is “national issues” and as the name implies tries to reflect on issues that available in
the entire healthcare system in Sweden. The interviewee mentioned that in national level focus is
mostly on assessment not on treatment, since deadlines for improvement projects are not realistic.
Also underdeveloped quality indicators and registers of care should come in practice to overcome
some of issues.
Fifth group labeled as lack of local-regional momentum. He mentioned that confusing
simultaneous processes in organization is a source of difficulty and confusion in the system. Also
top-down implementation of change brought difficulties for the system in general in his opinion.
As mentioned in previous section clinical services offers by county council whereas services for
patients with chronicle diseases offers by municipalities. In case of psychological treatments
those areas overlap and sometimes it is not clear which issue relates to which organization in
terms of responsibility and budgeting.
Results of this meeting formed the first rich picture as it can be seen in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Rich Picture 1, lack of coordination and problems that occur as a result of that
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Material that was discussed in this meeting provides a detailed account about immediate issues
and shortcomings that affect the healthcare system as a whole as it can be seen from the Rich
Picture 1 (figure 4.4), there is a hierarchical structure and care providers don’t have direct
communications with each other sometimes, whereas county council provides means of
communication between different providers. Having a communication line among those health
providers can have several benefits. For instance administrative staff can refer patients to other
providers in case queues are not as lengthy on the others or clinical researchers can have better
facilities for research and etc.
Although the mentioned issues cover a wide spectrum from strategic to operational issues, the
interviewee (the psychologist) believed that providing appropriate methods of communication
can increase coordination among different parties and subsequently result in enhancement in the
system as a whole. He supported this idea by mentioning interlink between problem areas. For
instance improvements in forms of efficiency can help several problems including queue
problems, since it could speed up the treatment processes. Information overload and knowledge
explosion are the most important issue for him as it can be seen from the picture.

4.4 Working Procedure inside the Clinic
Previous sections provided a glimpse of the problem domain in general and immediate problems
that affect the healthcare services in general. With more focused lenses, this section provides
information about internal procedure of a psychiatric ward and how information overload
provides difficulties in the treatment process of patients suffering from chronicle mental
disorders.
In a dedicated interview with the same psychologist who presented the problem areas of the
healthcare system, working procedure of the clinic reviewed. Also further discussions about third
problem category, Information Crisis, took place (see figure 4.5). Another interview about
Information overload and its effects of the treatment sessions took place with a nurse involved
with psychiatric patients. Following text contains results of both interviews, however for the sake
of clarity it will be mentioned that which part of information came from which interviewee.
The psychologist described the clinic as the following; Patients in the psychiatric section are
youth and adults suffering from chronicle psychological disorders including ADHD, Autism and
Tourette syndrome8. Patients are referring to the clinic from public sector health gateways
including; Psychiatric Hospitals or Emergency Rooms, School Nurses or other Specialized
Clinics in the county. Patients have Electronic Data Records (EDR) and as soon as they referred
to the clinic they will automatically put to the clinic queue and start the treatment based on
clinic’s procedures. It is also possible that patients refer to other clinics further on to get
additional treatments. Patients who start the treatment in this center have routine sessions with
their respective psychologist. For minor patients, on demand sessions between parents/guardians
and physicians can take place additionally in order to update them about treatment progress. This
also has limitations and physicians cannot revile details of the undergoing treatment, but they can
8

These are quite common mental disorders and clinics have quite a large number of such patients. In United States
9.5% of minors between 4 and 17 have been diagnosed with ADHD in 2007.
(http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/data.html)
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describe the process, prospects and possible obstacles in the sessions. There are some protocols9
involve in every treatment process. Physicians have to choose the most appropriate protocol and
follow the alternative treatment methods on beneath of that protocols based on their judgment on
the symptoms. Clearly physician’s experience and knowledge has a direct impact on choosing
and executing protocols. There are certain formalities involved in each protocol that should be
followed by physicians including writing reports and updating patient files and other
administrative documents. Each protocol has a set of documents containing the basic guidelines
about execution procedure of that protocol. Physicians can discharge the patients when they see
change in symptoms or based on their judgment if continuation of treatment could not be
considered as effective. It is also possible to refer patients to specialists on other clinics or private
sector. Patients can also stop the treatment process in case they don’t find it effective (patients
who have obligations to authorities to complete a treatment session are excluded from the last
point).
The next sets of questions for both interviewees, was about characteristics of patient-centered
care (PCM) in order to see if those treatment protocols and sessions can be considered to be close
to the PCM promises or not. Questions were shaped around characteristics of PCM from the
literature including superb access to care, patients engagement in the care, clinical information
systems, care coordination, publicly available information on practices and integrated
comprehensive care. Both of the interviewees were familiar with the term, PCM, and knew about
its principles and promises. In summary, they are both positive that Swedish healthcare in a good
extend have those characteristics and can be labeled as PCM. The psychologist mentioned that
Sweden has a long tradition of PCM and patients were always involved in decision making.
They both believe that Swedish inhabitants have superb access to care, although there are
shortcomings when it comes to the response time for treatment. This is an extension of queue
problem as described earlier and sometimes causes a short delay for starting the treatment in
different aspects of care. There are priority lists based on symptoms and initial diagnosis as
described by the nurse that dictates the reception priority of patients. She also added that those
queues sometimes lead to dissatisfaction about services among patients who nag about it in the
treatment session and at the reception desks. She also mentioned that physicians feel pressure if
they know that they have considerable number of patients in a long queue ahead of them. This
eliminates self-improvement which is an integral part of healthcare practices and also can make it
look like a shallow process in the eyes of a patient. This can affect effectiveness of treatment
since psychological patients need to believe and trust that the physicians want and more
importantly can help them. In conclusion superb access to care is available with a good degree,
but in less urgent cases it might take some time to start the treatment.
In the same manner they are both confident that patients’ ideas, personal preferences, religious
beliefs and values are considered in the treatment process. Adding to that they said that according
to laws; physicians have to describe diagnoses to patients and offer them alternative treatment
methods, if available, with detailed information and get a conformation from the patient that
she/he understood the situation clearly. This can also extend to the prescription stage as well and
9

A medical protocol is a written plan for the evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment of a particular condition. Weitzel,
M., A. Smith, et al. (2010). "A Web 2.0 Model for Patient-Centered Health Informatics Applications." Computer
43(7): 43-50..
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patients can affect that process as well in case there are alternative prescriptions. Also patients
have access to their records and can see them whenever they want.
About publicly available information about healthcare services for inhabitants, again they both
mentioned that there is nothing secret about practices and information can be found via brochures
or care provider websites. This information aimed to be available in several languages with
simple and understandable language for people without any knowledge or information about
them. Adding to that recently several health related portals, like 1177.se or umo.se, portals and
hotlines provides detailed information about different aspects of health for their users.
They both mentioned that clinical information systems are available and has been used for a long
time now. Those systems provide information for physicians about different aspect of their jobs
and for patients to get information about their desired area. Electronic records can provide a good
way of coordination among different care providers across the country since there are up and
running. However, care coordination is not in an optimized level and there are rooms for
improvements.
This section aimed to show the procedure of the clinic and provide information about adjustment
of health services for chronic mental disorders with PCM in Swedish healthcare system.

4.5 Information Crisis
The psychologist mentioned Information Crisis as one of the problematic areas in the Swedish
healthcare system and identified information overload and knowledge explosion as the main
issues in that regards. In a separated interview he described those problems with more details as
they will represent in the following section. In his view, information related problems emerge in
two different contexts in their professional life. First one is related to the scientific knowledge,
which is growing fast and physicians have difficulties to catch up with those. Second one is the
well-known problem of information overload, its roots and effects on services.
4.5.1 Knowledge Explosion
The psychologist defined knowledge explosion as availability of too much knowledge in the
system and in the minds of professionals in different levels. Without going deep down about
philosophical assumptions about knowledge and epistemology, interviewer asked him to define
information verses knowledge. Not surprisingly he had a valid statement about definition of
knowledge and described it as information in context. Elements of experience, education and
environment embedded in the context in this definition.
He described the sources of knowledge as scientific findings in a local or global context that
spread via scientific publications or internet based resources including; webpages, social
networks and etc. Adding to that, information which is fed to the professionals can make a
framework of individually acquired and understood knowledge. This knowledge most of the time
does not come out in form of formal publications but still have a huge impact on its surrounding
environment. It means that physicians absorb available information and based on their previous
portfolio of knowledge and experience they form a new version of reality in their minds, which
can be shared with coworkers in terms of their understandings about procedures, best practices in
treatment and etc.
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The nurse mentioned that “Medical science field is fast changing field and physicians have to be
updated, it is the way it is”. This is one of the fundamental mindsets for physicians and they feel
that they have to update themselves constantly in order to be able to offer valid services. Huge
number of publications in different areas of care is available. Scientific journals are publishing in
the fastest rate than ever before and also results of researches of pharmaceutical companies come
out frequently. She added; “There are books and articles to read, conferences and workshops to
attend and millions of internet pages about undergoing researches or achievements in various
subfields to go through.” Internet is the main medium for acquiring that material for care
professionals. As physicians said;
“There is always something new, I have subscribed in two journals but I barely get to
even open them since I have no time for that. Learning is time consuming and you have
to remember that for most of us this is not the part of job that they pay us for. off course
in night shifts or in less crowded days we can use computers in here for our personal
research but it does not happen that often because there is always something else to do.”
In a more local way, there are several authorities involved in the care that produce newsletters
and send them via staff email addresses, those newsletters could contain information about new
regulations and achievements in the system or reports about underlying projects and their status
report. Those come in frequent ways and there is no way to determine if it is absolutely necessary
to read them or not as the nurse described.
She added that physicians think being informed and knowledgeable is highly important in their
filed and can affect their judgment; “it is amazing how medical science works based on judgment
calls rather than exact mechanical ways.” Having an informed mind can help a lot in this way as
she pointed out.
Both interviewees mentioned that physicians come across considerable amount of valuable
information which worth to keep for the further use by other physicians but unavailability of a
structured way to share and save that information makes it quite hard to spread that knowledge
among participants. Different worldviews about influence degree of ICT on healthcare practices
among the stakeholders adding to lack of agreements and skills make it hard to come up with a
coherent and wildly accepted information strategy to overcome this issue as they believe.
The Interviewees also added that after a time consuming process of search and understand new
material, putting that acquired knowledge in practice is difficult. It is mostly because there could
be really narrow down information for particular cases and having them in the exact time as it
needed is difficult to manage. In the other words they find a lot of material which can pile up in
their hard disks or drawers but when comes the time it might be hard to pick the appropriate one.
It can be said in so many cases information is there, but it is not organized and they cannot get
them at the time.
4.5.2 Information Overload
Information overload as described by both interviewees has two faces. One is the root of
knowledge explosion and relates to availability of too much clinical information. Besides that, it
effects information seeking activates of patients in a negative form, which will describe in the
next section.
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The second face of information overload shows itself in the internal affairs, treatment sessions
and administrative areas of the practice. There are huge numbers of protocols, rules and
restrictions to follow for each patient. Also internal procedures are subject of change and most
often there are lengthy documents released as a part of changes in the procedures, protocols or
regulations. Adding to that, patients’ acquired information which represents in the treatment
sessions or asked via emails adds to the problem of information overload.
The Nurse added to that;
“Information overload is not restricted to the internet issues, our practices have
administrative aspects as well, we have to be in contact in various authorities and work
with different clinical and non-clinical systems. This has also a lot of information
available which we cannot handle.”
There are protocols involved in the treatment sessions and each protocol has its own sets of
information and documentations. When patients want to change the way physicians used to offer
the health services (remember Swedish healthcare system is aligned with PCM) they have to
review all that material related to specific protocols or diagnosis again and deal with all the
learning process. “Official documents need to be followed, there are complicated and change a
lot.” said the nurse.
The physician mentioned that in treatment process physicians have access to patient files, which
contains necessary details about their previous diagnoses and stages of treatment. Adding to that
considerable amount information about one or a range of treatments that could perform on patient
is available. There are protocols involved and each protocol has a set of common and custom
information, which are well written and documented. Those can be updated by authorities in
short or medium time intervals. But physicians’ knowledge and experience play an important role
in the way that protocols are executed and physicians most often discuss their own experiences
among each other.
“Each day I get couple of emails from different authorities, pharmaceutical companies and etc.
that I have no ineptest in their particular subjects” said the Nurse and she mentioned that staff’s
email addresses are listed in some mailing lists from county council, clinic itself and third parties
involved in the care. Emails send to all the members of those lists, regardless of their job position
and considerations about usability of that information for them. Those mailing lists are based on
email domain address (anything after @ sign, for instance @lnu.se) and information about
particular projects or issues sends to all the members of that domains. They cannot ignore those
emails since there might be occasional important information about meeting agendas or new rules
and regulations for them as well. Most of other individual communications are also happening via
email which adds to the problem.
One of the main problems of information overload as described in the literature is decision
making difficulties that it provides. In this case both interviewees mentioned that in exceptional
situation decision making about diagnoses and desired course of treatment takes longer time
because there are different knowledge resources available, which physicians willing to check.
Also process of enlightening the patient about the situation and possibilities takes a longer time
since again physicians have to check all the possible options. The nurse mentioned that this is an
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ethical attitude that professionals have and it is not mandatory based on laws to go that far for
each individual.
On a different subject, the nurse mentioned that international students provide difficulties for
staff in terms of unjustified expectations. She said that different countries have different health
cultures and some healthcare systems prescribe more drugs that others and things of that nature.
“Sometimes students get disappointed when they don’t get strong antibiotics for a cold for
instance”. She said that they have huge number of students that request narcotic medication in
order to deal with the stress that they get here, and when they realize that they have to go through
a process in which prescription is not always involved they get so disappointed. Although she
speaks perfect English, she mentioned that language sometimes is a barrier and communication
with those students could take more times as it normally should. In her mind this also adds to the
problem of information overload since she needs to make herself familiarize with different health
cultures in order to be able to service them better, although she finds it quite amazing to get to
know how different people expect from the healthcare system.
4.5.3 Information Overload from the Patients’ Side
The psychologist said that the Internet provides huge amount of information about diagnoses,
symptoms and etc. there are millions of websites that offer free or subscribed material about
different aspects of care. Some of them are also promoting different sort of drugs and treatment
based on superficial self-checklists.
As a result of that there was an increase tendency in last couple of years to bring health related
information by patients or their respective relatives to the treatment sessions and discuss the
implications of those with the physicians. Although this is a positive attitude in general and can
help patients to acquire knowledge about their conditions and alternative treatment, but also it has
some drawbacks. Firstly this information is not always accurate and to the point, more precisely
due to the open nature of the Internet everyone, with questionable background knowledge or
certificate, can suggest alternative treatment for any content. Secondly although psychological
treatment has strong and well defined baselines and fundamentals, but also this practice can be
regional based on culture, belief system, religion, economic situation and other aspects. So if
there is some alternative treatment that has proven to be working, let’s say in India or china, does
not necessarily mean that this can work in Sweden or U.K and vice versa. Last but not least, some
of those websites promote various kinds of medications irresponsibly and that could bring
unrealistic visions about the treatment process. So physicians have to evaluate the brought
material and explain to them why one particular internet article is relevant or irrelevant to that
particular case. This attitude makes nowadays patients more knowledgeable compared to
previous generations and could have positive effects of treatment process, however it is one of
the amplifiers of information overload.
The nurse mentioned the same problem in a slightly different way, she mentioned that patients
are getting information from the web, but sometimes that information are misleading, unrealistic
and false. This provides various problems including false hope or totally unrealistic vision about
the situation. At the end wrong information could provide huge obstacles in the care process. She
mentioned that in her day to day working life, in several occasions she find herself in an awkward
position that she has to describe to her patients, most of the time parents of minors with mental
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disorders, that their findings that there are eagerly want to share are not valid, scientifically
proven or even relevant. In her view the main problem is that patients came to believe that they
can challenge several years of study and experiences of professionals based on information on a
shallow website. She said that information in healthcare is context base and should be interpret
by professionals based on dynamics of that case.
Physicians are dealing with considerable amount of knowledge and information every day and
when add it with in housekeeping procedures like attending meetings and so, one can see the
problem of information overload in here. Physicians simply get too much information that they
have to ignore and also it provides disturbance to the planned treatment since there are a lot to
discuss.

4.6 Description of Patients’ Situations through the eyes of assistant nurses
For capturing patients perspectives three assistant nurses are interviewed as described in the
section 3.4.2. Following information are results of those interviews.
Patients also believe that Swedish healthcare system can be labeled as PCM, however they are
not as satisfied with the system as professionals are. One of the interviewees mentioned that
“waiting times can be long and scheduling is not as flexible as it should be”. Also they said that
patients believe that physicians ignore majority of their questions and concerns due the limited
time window that they have during treatment sessions. “It is almost impossible to get a hold of
physicians on other times” as one of the interviewees mentioned. In most cases patients feel
heard and understood, but they are not necessarily happy with their treatment process. In case of
savior mental disorders, situation is worse; some patients don’t trust their respective physicians
and most often refuse medication or active participation in the process.
Majority of patients take indifference position towards support groups as the interviewees
mentioned. Some have strong positive feelings about support groups and participate in such
groups, but few others are strongly against them and don’t participate at all. Besides that, there
are special support groups for people in different ethnicities which focus on religious or specific
cultural values as a comfort mechanism for patients belonging to that ethnicity. Patients or their
relatives use the internet as the main tool for information gathering about their diseases and some
of them already registered in online support groups. They mentioned that the good thing about
those groups are anonymity and also being in a global context is a fun experience at least at the
beginning to get to know a Korean whom has the same sets of symptoms, but a whole different
sets of diagnoses (they add that different kind of therapy does not necessarily mean another
diagnoses but it is hard for patients to understand these differences).
Some patients use online support groups via social net applications in order to get support about
their condition, although this is not a high percentage among patients, but success rate is
extremely high among them.

When it comes to the information on the internet, interviewees mentioned that availability of
huge amount of information can make patients confused and provides mixed up feelings. “They
might be happy for 5 minutes after finding something interesting or promising on the Internet, but
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two clicks later they might find something totally contradictory”. Interviewees believe that after a
while they might be able to distinguish appropriate and accurate material from the inaccurate
ones, but still there are thoughts in their minds that something good might come out of that
particular treatment or prescription. So they think that they should be a mechanism to evaluate
and probably remove inaccurate information on the web. They think that their own therapists
don’t give that much attention to their findings as much as they should.
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Figure 4.5 Rich Picture 2, Information overload and Knowledge explosion effects
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4.7 Explanation of the Rich Picture, Answering the First Research Question
This section deals with explanation of rich pictures based on the theory chapter in order to answer
the first research question and pave the way for the second research question. It will start with a
short reflection on SSM characteristics and Swedish healthcare system. Later on focus will shift
on Information Overload and its effects on the system.
4.7.1 PCM Alignment of Swedish Healthcare System
Characteristics of PCM are listed in the literature as superb access to care; patient engagement in
care; clinical information systems that support high-quality care, practice-based learning and
quality improvement; care coordination; Integrated and comprehensive team care; Routine
patient feedback to physicians; and, publicly available information (Davis, Schoenbaum et al.
2005).
Healthcare personnel believe that their practices are totally aligned with the promises and
characteristics of PCM, however in reality there are minor shortcomings in the practices. Superb
access to care is one of the main areas of difficulty in the current healthcare practice due to the
long patient queues (see section 4.3). From the other hand Swedish healthcare system’s
philosophy is based on equal access to high quality care and in reality this has implemented in a
good fashion. All the inhabitants of the country have access to the same quality of healthcare
services with affordable cost. So despite the queue issue one could confidently say that this
system provides a superb access to care.
Other aspects of this group are more or less available in the current practice based on healthcare
personnel opinion. After starting the treatments most often patients don’t spend too much time in
office when they have scheduled treatment sessions and they have a fair influence on planning
the sessions based on their own schedule. “Email and telephone conversations are possible when
it is necessary and off-hours services are available in some areas through websites” as
mentioned the nurse. Patients have a slightly different opinion about this category though, they
think that scheduling is quite uptight and in reality there is not that much timeslots to choose
between, but interviewees (assistant nurses) acknowledged that healthcare providers ease the way
as much as it possible based on available resources. Also they think that information on those
websites for off-hours purposes are quite useless since there are too general to be used in specific
purposes. Telephone lines are sharing the same problem (it is important that readers note that
here we are talking about patients under treatment for chronicle disorders not random sicknesses).
“Electronic prescription has been in use for a while and there was no complains about
complications in that regards” as the psychologist pointed out. He added that physicians believe
that patients are highly considered in the process and they are involved in decision making based
on the facts that they offer them. With a slightly less confident, patients also believe that they are
involved in the decision making process, however sometimes their state of the art findings about
the respective situation is not appreciated or taken seriously by physicians and they end up
sticking to the physicians limited and less promising treatment options compared to the glorious
ones that offer in the Internet as the nurse assistants point out. It should be considered that
patients involvement in decision making in the literature introduced as awareness of patients
about major alternatives if there do exist, not every single step in the treatment process. The latter
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is one of the interesting findings of this research, which illustrates a knowledge gap between
parties involved in the process. Physicians think they are clear in their speeches and use the same
language to communicate with all their patients although they don’t share the same social or
educational background. This could lead to minor confusions as well. Minor, because physicians
make sure that patients understood important materials that are essential. But random, not so
critical, issues might be misinterpreted and further on lead to a confusion state of mind for a
while until it gets cleared.
Above mentioned findings makes it obvious that calling Swedish healthcare system a PCM is not
an exaggerated claim considering the expansion of the same system in the whole country.
4.7.2 Information Overload; Real Phenomenon or a Myth?
As it described in the introduction section common notion is that information overload is a myth
in healthcare, however findings of this research points out that information overload in fact exists
and affects healthcare services for chronicle disorders in healthcare systems based on PCM.
There are two points about nature and implications of information overload and knowledge
explosion that need to be clarified before continuing the rest of the session.
Firstly, it seems that the definition of information overload is not clear for the stakeholders
involved in the healthcare, and any given situation that requires or contains large amount of
information considered as an instant of information overload for them. This is not entirely wrong
because availability of too much information makes progress of the related tasks slow and
perhaps less efficient, but those tasks might not necessary show symptoms of information
overload. For instance when it comes to the healthcare protocols and updating patient files there
are certainly complicated procedures with too much information to follow, but then again it is
just a complicated work as long as information does not change. However in reality those
information can change and there are information items that add to the lists regularly as the
physicians mentioned. The latter shows symptoms of information overload and affects diction
making process or leads to a stage that receivers cannot comprehend more information on those
protocols.
Secondly, Knowledge explosion described by interviewees as a phenomenon in which they have
too much knowledge accessible in the system, but there is a good chance that acquired
knowledge is never going to be used. It is clear from the text that in their minds information
overload is a big problem and one of its side effects is knowledge explosion. This is a wrong
assumption and without going deep down to the philosophical standpoints about information and
knowledge, one can say; knowledge is information in context and information overload refers to
the situation in which cognitive capabilities of the receiving party cannot handle more
information and subsequently there will be no knowledge created as results of that. So logically,
information overload cannot be root of knowledge explosion, since information overload restricts
cognitive capabilities of the receiver and subsequently there will be no created knowledge in that
particular situation.
Knowledge explosion is used by the psychologist and has been used to define the same
phenomenon in some internet resources as well, however the author could not find this
phenomenon in academic literature. This is mostly due to the fact that this is not a genuine
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phenomenon and can be address within the knowledge management field10. This statement does
not make knowledge explosion less real and obviously it has effects on the underlying system. It
seems that roots of knowledge explosion should be found in other causes rather than information
overload.
The main objective of this section is to provide the answer for the first research question.
Information overload mentioned by the interviewees to affect the healthcare system in two ways.
Firstly, it affects the efficiency of treatment sessions and secondly, it affects the routine tasks of
different employee groups inside the clinic.
Information overload characteristics as described in the theory section are visible in the system
even in the areas that excluded from information overload problem in the above lines
(complicated protocols, which require too much information). Reason behind this paradoxical
statement is that one of the questions about information overload is that; “how does it affect your
decision making?” For obvious reasons physicians believe that it has not that much effect on the
quality of decision that they make, whereas it slows down the process. There is no reason to be
skeptical about the authenticity of this answer, because at the end physicians come with the most
appropriate decisions as it can be proven by success rate of Swedish healthcare system. So even
on those tasks that require too much information which excluded from information overload
problem, still decision making is slow, but it does not shutdown cognitive capabilities of the
actors.
The way in which interviewees describe internal procedures of the clinic spotlights the fact that
information overload makes the routine tasks harder than they should be. As they mentioned
internal procedures, protocols and regulations are subject of change and each change intuitive
comes with considerable amount of information inform of documents, meetings and workshops.
Adding to that, other problems including the email lists problem can be considered as information
overload in the care process.
As mentioned before knowledge explosion cannot be rooted in information overload, however it
can be caused by the same issue as information overload which is availability of too much
clinical information. Information overload and knowledge explosion can be seen as parallel
problems triggered by the same causes. It means that providing a solution to deal with their cause
might result in enhancing both problems simultaneously.
As it described by both the nurse and psychologist, they receive substantial amount of
information in different categories via different media every day. Their email accounts are
registered in mailing lists from clinic, county council and other authorities and third parties
involved in the care. In most cases that information is not that interesting or directly related to
their current tasks. Having fixed mailing lists based on domain names provides this problem,
simply all the information forwards for all the people that have an email account from the county
council or the clinic. This is classic problem that mentioned in information overload literature;
since they work and there is useful information among those massages, like meeting plans or so,
they cannot ignore those messages and they have to read them all. This decreases the efficiency
of workers as mentioned before.
10

Knowledge Management is the collection of processes that govern the creation, dissemination, and utilization of
knowledge for further use.
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Physicians get too much clinical information and they cannot absorb it or in other words make
usable knowledge out of them. There is a cultural aspect in this phenomenon. In medical school,
pupils told to keep themselves updated, but they did not taught how to handle information
overload in the process of getting updated (At least the older generation did not learn that. It
might be common these days in medical schools to emphasis on this problem).
Actual effects of information overload as mentioned in literature section are visible here. From
one side physicians have a handful of validated information about different aspects and from the
other hand it is hard to go through them just in time. So it is not easy to utilize the information
that they have gathered before. One might conclude that being updated mentality that physicians
gain in the medical school, makes them capture information without ever having time or reason
(having a patient who fits with the description for instance) to use that knowledge. In conclusion
all the symptoms of information overload are visible in healthcare practice and also there are
other factors that have not been mentioned in the literature that affects it. For instance PCM is
still in its evolving stage and it provides huge amount of difficulty for the participants
When it comes to patients information overload shows itself based on classic definitions. Patients
capture huge amount of information just in case it might be useful someday. This is totally
aligned with symptoms of information overload from literature that points out that users capture
information for possible future use. If patients don’t understand the captured information right
away, they will ask the physicians to interpret it for them. Little do they know that the physicians
have to read and analyses it firs which is a time and energy consuming and can distract the
physician from their planed schedule in a great extent. Problem occurs when physicians face
questionable findings by patients that might revolutionize the entire practice in their minds if
there is a shred of evidence that there are true, but as might the reader guess there are never true
or relate to the patient’s conditions. This is always hard and time consuming to explain that sort
of findings to the patients as the nurse mentioned. It can be seen that most of information
overload in its classic sense comes from PCM nature of Swedish healthcare system.
In conclusion, despite the common notion that information overload does not affect healthcare
filed, results of this study shows that healthcare services for patient with chronicle psychological
disorders that offer in modern healthcare systems based on PCM in a great extend effects by
Information overload. So answer to the first research question is:
Yes, information overload has significant effects on treatment process of chronicle mental
disorder.
In summary, Patients get affected by acquiring too much information and since they don’t have
the required background knowledge to validate their findings it could lead to a confusion state
with false hopes or fears about their conditions. When it comes to physicians, it slows down the
treatment process and makes the process of self-improvement harder and more time consuming.
Information overload shows itself in the process of delivering the healthcare services due to
changes in information provision for healthcare protocols and administrative tasks as well as
enlightening patients whom got confused or concerned based on their own findings. When it
comes to the scientific materials, availability of too much internet sources for finding information
affects the healthcare sector in two ways. First physicians have to spend more time to find, read
and understand scientific material in order to put them in practice later. It is quite common for
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them to skip some of the received information simply because they don’t have time to catch up.
Secondly, patients get frustrated, mislead and confused with too much information that they
obtained.

4.8 Client’s Reflection on The Findings
Having defined the problem area, in a quest for finding an alternative solution to enhance the
information overload and knowledge explosion problems, several meetings and email
conversations took place with the client to form the basis of the solution. Results of these
discussions later on used in the modeling stage to guide interviews with different worldview
representatives.
Support groups seem to be effective for psychiatric patients as the client pointed out in an email.
He mentioned that those can be positive if they are functional and can boost up the treatment
speed dramatically.
“Patients can exchange information and learn different ways of living with their
conditions. Also support groups can have positive effects on emotional distress, but in
small cities, which number of patients suffering from specific diseases is not that high,
forming a functional group is not easy. For instance there might be one group for all
forms of cancer rather than a specific “leukemia” group.”
Also there are practicalities, like time and location of meetings, which makes it difficult to form
such groups. He thinks that internet can void this gap and providing virtual communities for all
the people involved in the healthcare practices could help patients overcome or control their
disorders in a better way.
When it comes to the main problems, the client believes developing a social web application can
help the problem of knowledge explosion and further on have a positive impact on information
overload. in order to support his argument he said “there is no way that we communicate about
the things that we don’t know and providing such application can help to have open
conversations and see what others know and share”. Also “more knowledgeable patients can
help other patients by guiding them through the process”. The latter came from result of
interviews with assistant nurses whom mentioned that patients eventually could make a
distinction between trustworthy and suspicious material. “This is an important property which
should be used in the design process to shift some of the workload to the patient’s side.”
Information Logistics principles were subject of discussions with the client and he points out that
healthcare protocols are complex and they contain large set of information attached to them. A lot
of those documents have similarities in them or even use for several protocols. Information
logistics principles seems to be a good way of thinking about formulation of a solution in which
information offers just in time that protocols are executing.
The only remaining question is how this combination of theories and technologies should be used
to form a solution that fits the area? This question will answer in section 6 based on the
purposeful activity models offered in section 5.
In summary, section 4 contained empirical data finding about different aspects of healthcare
system. two rich pictures illustrated most of the findings and section 4.7 provided an answer for
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the first research question via analysis of the findings. Section 4.8 represented the client’s ideas
about findings and general structure of a solution.

5. Phase 2, Modeling
Previous section led to identification of basis of a solution to enhance the information overload
problem via communication with web 2.0 technologies (more precisely, social function of
web2.0) and information logistics models. In order to deliver a model of change based on those
rough ideas, modeling phase will try to capture the requirements of each user group to deliver an
application model that fits requirements of different worldviews. Three worldviews identified for
modeling in the section 4.1 as; Authorities11, Physicians and Patients and going to represent in the
same order. Keep on mind that this ordering does not imply importance of one worldview over
the others.
At the end of this section three models of purposeful activity will be represented. Each of those
models considers a model of change based on requirements of one specific worldview, which will
be captured from interviewees with their representatives. Providing a root definition for each
model is a preliminary activity, which provides the basis for making a purposeful activity models.
Root definitions identified and enriched by PQR and CATWOE formula as described in section
3.3.2 of methodology section.

5.1 Authorities
Among four employees of the respective county council who accepted to be interviewed for this
research, two of them selected to represent the county council’s perspective towards the problem
domain. The reason excluding the other two is that their area of work is not close to the
healthcare system (Invitations for interviews sent via a mailing list to the county council’s staff
and apparently it was not clear enough). First interviewee had worked for the county council for
about 3 years and before that he had part-time jobs in the healthcare sector, where as the second
one had worked there for over a year and before that she had worked with foster children for
several years. Initial interviews performed separately in a same day on July 2010 and follow up
conversations took place via email until March 2011. Partial results of these interviews reflected
in section 4.2 to describe the structure of Swedish healthcare system.
Both interviews started with a clarification of the rich picture to the interviewees. They both
confirmed the authenticity of problems that mentioned in the section 4 based on their experience
and mentioned overcoming current issues in the system is one of the main objectives of
authorities in higher levels.
In response to the idea of developing an application model for enhancing communication, the
first interviewee mentioned that; “for increase coordination in care, Swedish national strategy of

11

Authorities cover a large body of government sectors as it described in previous chapter but for the sake of
simplicity they refer to as authorities.
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eHealth12 suggested that ICT should be used for enhancing communication which further on can
increase coordination.” The interviewee was positive about rationality of using state of the art
ICT technologies to increase coordination, however he mentioned that;
“this strategy provides guidelines for enhancing the healthcare system in different areas
with use of state of the art technologies and national strategy of eHealth should be used
as the baseline for any meaningful contribution to this area Since this strategy has clear
aims, objectives and deadlines and it seems to progress in an acceptable rate!”.
One can fairly conclude that the authorities are not interested in any contribution that falls out of
this strategy. He mentioned that;
“Sweden has initiated a national strategy for eHealth and as a result of that a wide
range of projects has been initiated including electronic health records and couple of
websites for distributing information. However there is a long way to go and objectives
of smooth healthcare system are not fully deployed yet.”
In order to increase coordination in the healthcare, Electronic Health records have been designed
and recently used as the second interviewee pointed out. She said that those electronic records are
already proven to be effective since patients can go through different care providers across the
country seamlessly. When it comes to communication, solution is a bit different and it is not fully
integrated system yet.
“ICT potential is not fully exploited”. This statement has been repeated in all different versions
of Swedish national strategy for eHealth, and almost everyone in the front line of healthcare is
agreeing with it. This strategy supports developments that are aligned with one of its action areas
and information provision is considered as one of the most important areas.
Objectives of national strategy of eHealth (from the official document, see footnote number 10)
•
•
•
•

Improve patient safety, accessibility as well as quality and continuity of care by creating a broad
national consensus on future investments in eHealth.
Enable patient mobility nationally and internationally.
Meet the increasing demands from citizens and healthcare professionals to integrate healthcare in
the information society.
Encourage healthcare politicians and decision makers to use eHealth as the main tool for renewal
and improvement of health services

Facts summarized from the same documents:
•
•

Swedish healthcare system works based on equal and accessible care for all inhabitants.
The new patient data act came into force from middle of 2008 and it allows professionals to have
access to the entire patient’s medical history, except for psychological records which can be seen
by limited number of participants. This is aimed to enhance coordination among all the care
providers in the country.

12

Summary of national strategy of eHealth, including the common vision and objectives can be downloaded from
<http://www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/06/43/24/f6405a1c.pdf > also status report of 2009 can be accesses
from < http://www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/12/48/02/a97569e9.pdf>
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•
•
•

Highly decentralized healthcare system makes the national decision making challenging.
Furthermore it is not easy to initiate and finance projects at national level.
Providing models of development based on pilot studies is more appreciated rather than
developments in particular domains
Activities should be in line with the eHealth strategy in order to get their attention

It means that authorities welcome research in this area and they are looking for application
models that enhance the situation in anyway, however those should be in line with the objectives
of national eHealth strategy.
Both interviewees believe that all the activities in strategic level of healthcare system are moving
towards a more enhanced PCM system and although PCM is a relatively new term (has been
around for almost 20 years) but Swedish healthcare system has a longer tradition of tailored
health (they did not show evidence for this claim though).

Figure 5.1 Common objectives adopted from eHealth strategy

When it comes to information overload, the second interviewee sees it as a common phenomenon
in the public sectors not specific to the healthcare system or that particular clinic. She says that
she cannot have a valid comment about specific issues involved in the clinic but controlling the
information overload via ICT seems to be interesting for the authorities since ICT usage has been
encourage by eHealth strategy. She also mentioned that department of health has adopted a new
ontology to deal with information overload. On the January first 2007 government joined the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT13) which is a collection

13

SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine -- Clinical Terms), is a systematically organized computer
processable collection of medical terminology covering most areas of clinical information such as diseases, findings,
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of medical terminology for computer processing purposes. This collection covers substantial
areas of clinical information such as diseases, findings, procedures, microorganisms,
pharmaceuticals and so on. It allows a consistent way to index, store, retrieve, and aggregate
clinical data across specialties and sites of care. It also helps organizing the content of medical
records, reducing the variability in the way data is captured, encoded and used for clinical care of
patients and research (Wikipedia definition).
During the interview the second interviewee described the relation of protocols, SNOMED and
Information systems in a way that showed in the diagram 13.

procedures, microorganisms, pharmaceuticals etc. (wikipedia), for further information
<http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/Snomed/snomed_main.html>
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Figure 5.2 Architecture of protocols in relation to SNOMED CT and ICT

Having captured authorities ideas about ICT developments in the healthcare system, requirements
of such development based on this worldview could be:
•
•
•
•

Nothing should jeopardize patients’ safety and privacy.
Emphasis on creating and evaluating a model rather than small scale developments.
Technology independent model to make it work with legacy system.
Fit to one of action areas of eHealth strategy.
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•
•

Use SNOMED CT as ontology.
Provide attributes to measure effectiveness, in the other words the model should be justifiable in
terms of investments and functionality.

Interviewees mentioned that one of the obstacles of Swedish healthcare system is that Sweden is
a big country and inhabitants are spread all over it. In situations like that it is not efficient and
possible to add resources in every single unit. Instead hubs (big and fully equipped centers)
provide services for patients in their proximate area. Obvious drawback is that patients might end
up in one hour or more driving distance from those hubs. Disabled people and patients with
chronicle diseases might face difficulties in that situation since they might need to go to those
centers couple of times each month. Both the interviewees believe that providing communication
methods might result in fewer trips to the healthcare providers for that sort of patents.
In terms of patients’ confusion about the information on the internet and alternative solutions,
patient support groups have been discussed in the national level committees as the first
interviewee pointed out. Adding to all benefits of such groups in terms of morale boost and etc.
those groups than be used to exchange knowledge, the fundamental assumption here is that new
generation of patients are sophisticated enough to make self-regulatory system. On the downside
it is hard to group patient communities since patients live in long distances and it is not easy to
gather in harsh weather conditions. Interviewees believe that providing online communities can
overcome the problem, yet there are safety precautions that need to be addressed specially for
psychiatric patients. For instance the second interviewee mentioned that there are websites and
weblogs that promote suicide and provide detailed information about committing a successful
suicide.
So in his view as long authorities involve in such developments (compared to a situation in which
patients make the communities themselves without any connection to authorities) there are strict
considerations involved and system cannot be as open as conventional social web platforms.
Above mentioned factors can be summarized in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activities should be in a direction to meet objectives of eHealth strategy.
Patient safety, patient satisfaction.
Patient mobility is important.
Provide possibilities in terms of measurement, control and follow up
Quality, costs and effects
Knowledge based clinical research
Model rather than a working artifact
A transparent method which can be applied regardless of underlying technology

PQR formula can lead to the primary version of root definition:
“Deliver a measurable application model that facilities secure online support groups
based on requirements of national eHealth strategy and enhances information overload
by providing related information on each protocol based on SNOMED CT.”
This can be drive from the fact that SNOMED CT is not represented in technology level in
diagram 5.2 and it means that this ontology should be used for every possible development.
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CATWOE
Customer and Owner in this perspective are authorities or in the other words eHealth strategy is
the main customer/Owner and its objectives should be considered and satisfied.
Actor; is the researcher and he is responsible to carry out the task and it is is similar for all three
worldviews.
TW; Safety, equal access and cost saving are the main requirements from the authorities
perspective. Adding to that having, actual and reliable measurements for measuring the actual
effects of the intervention are critical for them. Connectivity and information sharing is not
effective yet and it could be seen as the government repetition on the line so emphasis on that
could be important.
This party is more interested in application model and amusements for evaluation that application
model rather than developing a system. Also relay on well tested and appreciated technology
rather than evolutionary new ones is their primary concern.
Information structure and a model for exchange information regardless of underlying technology
is more important in this perspective rather than the actual development since at the end
information exchange is important not the technology.
In this perspective a range of activities should be done in order to understand the information
structure need and provide a model for that exchange regardless of technology that should be up
on. Current achievements in the eHealth should be appreciated and used as the main objectives.
Criteria for assessment of the model
Efficacy: Results should be justifiable by national eHealth strategy objectives. Activity model
should be fall unambiguity in one of the action areas of the mentioned strategy as well.
Efficiency: The application model should be technology independent both for sake of reducing
the development costs by using the existing infrastructure and also making it compatible with
future changes. From the other hand a “nice & neat” (direct quote from the interviewee)
application model which has clear information architecture should be delivered.
Effectiveness: Application model should consider main philosophical assumptions of healthcare
system, which are high quality and equal access health, so there should not be any sort of
discrimination in the system model. Safety is important as well.
Elegance: Elegance seems to be inappropriate for this model since it deals with a model rather
than actual development of an artifact.
Ethically: As long as this model does not put anyone’s safety or privacy in danger it is an ethical
model.
Root definition
“Going through national strategy of eHealth deliver a model for a system that
facilitates information exchange in a secure way which does not jeopardize patients’
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privacy and uses SNOMED CT as its ontology to categories information and reduce
information overload effects. The system should provide means of social networking for
providing online communities and should have clear cost/benefit analysis.”

Figure 5.3 purposeful activity model one based on authorities’ worldview
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5.2 Physicians’ perspective
The psychologist and the nurse saw the rich picture separately and they were both amazed by the
idea of online support groups that came from the patient’s side. It is obvious that the psychologist
is the client and his ideas about the system more or less captured in the previous section and used
as the basis for delivering a solution.
The nurse said that patient communities and support groups can be positive if they are functional
and can boost up the treatment speed dramatically. She mentioned that providing online virtual
communities for all the people involved in the healthcare practices could help patients overcome
or control their disorders in a better way. The psychologist believes that physicians should have
privileges over the system and contents in order to supervise the flow of information. In the other
words they think that having influence on the shared contents can have positive effects on the
system in general. The nurse added later that having such a system will make their works easier.
She said “it should be really nice to answer a question clearly once and every other time just
refer to that one”.
Healthcare professionals despite the ministry of health have pragmatic ideas about the underlying
system. Simply they are looking for an application that works and makes their life easier as both
interviewees pointed out. For obvious reasons they care about inside affairs of clinic more than
the integration at the national level. Their main consideration is the problem of workload and
frustrating process of enlighten misguided patients by inaccurate information. So having a
mechanism to share validated information about symptoms, health protocols and general
considerations about particular diseases is their main concern.
Both interviewees mentioned that there are looking for an application that allows free
communication among participants. As it mentioned before their idea of free communication is
not compatible with the notion of free communication in the western world, but still they are
eager to have such a system, they just don’t tolerate distractive contents14. Also having those
communications recorded and clustered can help them in future and they see it as a perfect way to
reduce information overload from the patients’ side.
Also, having system that enhances the decision making process by providing the most
appropriate information pieces is an ideal development in this worldview as they mentioned in
the interviews. Although Sweden has officially adopted the SNOMED CT ontology, they still
prefer to work based on their own defined and used ontology. The nurse said that they want to
have a system that helps them manage the knowledge explosion and information overload by
offering solutions in which they can store and share the existing knowledge rather than reinvent
the wheel every time. They believe providing facilities for users to cement or rate each other’s
findings can help them to have a better understanding of the subject matter by engaging in serious
discussions about the disease. Nonetheless they want to have facilities to share their acquired
knowledge with other colleagues, in order to validate them in a brother context.
The psychologist mentioned instances of technology like WIKI pages as their desired technology
which can indicate that physicians have a good understanding about technology and their needs.
14

The researcher does not share the same idea about a controlled system. It seems to be against all the
philosophical assumptions of social web, yet it is not the researcher’s position to interfere in this context.
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However physicians want to have privilege over the contents that flow on the system in the
application model as both the interviewees mentioned couple of times in different sessions.
PQR lead to the primary root definition;
“Deliver a software to enhance communication among participants and allow
physicians to share appropriate information with patients. Also provide in house
software to control knowledge explosion.”
CATWOE
A is representing actors in this process. Although a number of physicians and nurses inside the
clinic were involved in the data gathering parts and their ideas will affect the outcome
dramatically, still the researcher himself is the main actor.
O represents the owners and although the clinic involves in that, but the contact person is
responsible for the process and he is the one that can decide about the future of intervention. The
researcher also does the intervention as his master’s dissertation; obviously he can stop or adjust
the process based on his academic procedures as well.
E is representing the environment. Obviously this research deals with a wide environment from
inhabitants to authorities. When it comes to knowledge resources supervisor of the research and
university facilities are the main assets. When it comes to particular development facilities of
county council could be used up on acceptance of the proposal by authorities. However the latter
depends on alignment of the proposal with national strategy of eHealth objectives.
TW, Transformation based on this view could be a system for capture, validate and filter
information both for the use of patients and professionals in order to reduce confusion in patients’
and increase healthcare professionals competencies by providing decision making processes. Be
a system for keep and track knowledge in the system based on their own developed ontologies
and provides a controlled way of communication among users.
Efficacy: This transformation could be able to enhance the problematical situation since it has
clear objectives about clear problematical situations.
Efficiency: The reduced amount of spend time on unnecessary issues by physicians is a huge
waste of resources by the clinic; development cost should be less than this. In reality it seems to
be a fair deal since software costs in developed societies is less than professional wages.
Effectiveness: Having a pragmatic perspective makes this criterion easy to define; the model
should simply be able to reduce the complexity in the system. The model should consider
patients’ needs but give superiority to physicians to control the contents.
Elegance: The system should be easy to use and also acceptable on graphical appearance, for
testing that prototypes should be develop and ask different sets of users about their opinion about
the appearance of the system.
Ethically: System should be secure and protect users’ privacy and dignity.
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Root definition
“Deliver an application for enhancing communication among patients and physicians in
order to control the information overload caused by patient contents. Physicians
considered having privilege over contents and patient activities in order to be sure that
the system is safe and is not going to be abused. Providing an additional software for
control knowledge explosion for inside purposes is also will be appreciated”

Figure 5.4 purposeful activity model two based on physicians’ worldview
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5.3 Patients’ Perspective (Captured from Assistant Nurses)
In order to understand patients’ worldviews about the situation and required change, three
assistant nurse personnel interviewed as described in section 3.4. Previous data gathering from
this group ended with these results:
•
•
•
•
•

Patient use the Internet and its emerging services, namely social web, for gathering information
about symptoms, diagnoses and etc.
Availability of too much clinical information makes it hard to find the most relevant information.
Inaccurate information provides difficulties for patients and their loved ones.
Patients need to discuss their findings with their respective physicians in order to validate them.
Few patients use online support groups, but success rate among those who use is high.

The rich pictures showed to the interviewees and asked them about appropriate developments that
could enhance the situation. Conversation started with use of support groups in a local context
rather than international one. Patients seem to be eager to use online communities more than
before and having local alternatives can remove the language barrier. Conversations on those
groups could be really deep and personal and having it in a different language for people from a
different culture is not easy, so representatives mentioned that its good and should be part of the
development.
In answer to the question of patient communities and support groups, they mentioned that those
can be positive if they are functional and can boost up the treatment speed dramatically, but in
small cities, which number of patients suffering from specific diseases is not that much; forming
a functional group is not easy. Also there are practicalities, like time and location of the meetings,
which makes it difficult to form such groups. Although they believe that this is a critical area and
several factors should be considered before planning for that. For instance they think that
physicians should have privileges over the system and contents. In the other words they think that
having influence on the shared contents can have positive feedbacks on the system in general and
in a direct quote a psychologists said “it should be really nice to answer a question clearly once
and every other time just refer to that one”.
They described that the process of data gathering is confusing and there should be assistant from
care providers to help them with that process. Some also mentioned that there should be a
constant newsletter from the physicians that updates them about current achievements in the care.
Increase participation in the healthcare process is important. However capturing, and more
importantly, interpreting in the right way mentioned as one of the main patients problems when it
comes to healthcare information even for not critical issues. As one of the interviewees point out;
“finding and appropriate diet for losing weight is not as easy as it might look like and there are
totally different appraisals about fat and calories of different ingredients”. When it comes to
more serious issues the situation remains the same and finding to the point information is not
easy due to large quantity of pages about particular issues. An observer might conclude that
having an understandable ontology for clustering information is necessary.
Patients have quite radical expectations about scope and functionality of the system. Having an
open system with provides wide range of services from time booking to remote sessions seems to
be quite normal in their perspective. Having 24/7 access to physicians and fast response to their
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questions also has mentioned in some of the questioners. When it comes to the details of that
application they want an open architecture that could be accessible via different platforms (a
platform is a combination for hardware and software, for instance IOS on iPhone or Linux on an
IBM PC) however it is not the most important thing for them. They want to have a way of
constant communication with physicians in order to validate their findings by asking their
opinion about alternative treatments or methods. So the System should be able to run on any
given platform (hardware\software configuration) and should have extensions on conventional
social media.
Majority of patients having some sort of indifference about having access to their complete health
records and they barely mentioned issues about security of those records.
In campus related affairs students mentioned that having a gateway for nonspeaking Swedish
student with general information about health related issues could be good. There is a huge
confusion about medication as well, so having information about prescribed and non-prescribed
medicine is appreciated by them. Information exchange based on experiences of former students
could enhance the system and in this regards having a social media for international students to
exchange information could solve a lot of physicians’ problems when it comes to treating
international students.
Openness has mentioned to be an important part of the discussion, unless the physicians
perspective, majority of patients believe that physicians should be part of the solution by
providing comments and enhancing the discussions by more appropriate facts rather than
controlling the content.
Summarizing the main points in their worldview:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open system
Virtual connection to the respective physicians
Platform independent
Fast response from physicians
Integrate with administrative tasks (booking time, getting test results back and so)
Easy to understand and use
Filter information and guide them through the process

Transformation based on this view will be a system that empowers patients in the process and
facilitate them a platform for free, fast, secure information exchange mechanism with each other
their respective physicians. This system should be able to provide information for them and alert
them whenever something interesting for them added or edited. Nonetheless the system should be
easy to use and understand and provide additional services that make the administrative tasks
easier.
PQR
“Provide a means of communication with physicians that provides assistant in the
process of acquiring and interpreting health related information and provide a means of
community for patients to be used as a virtual support group”
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CATWOE
C represents customers and patients see themselves as main customers of the system.
A represents actors an in the change and development process they see the research team
(researcher and under nurses who interviewee them as actors in the process)
E represents the environment and in this worldview environment is clinic and patients involved in
the care. Environmental variables are quite promising for doing this research. Broadband and
stabile internet connections have expanded across the Sweden and almost everyone can use the
internet and specific applications that offered on the Internet. This makes it possible to lunch
multimedia content on the system and also researcher and project owner should not be worried
about teaching fundamental computer skills to stakeholders.
One major difficulty would be high ethical considerations about research around health related
topics and there are certain rules that ban direct contact of researchers outside the healthcare
practice with patients. For overcoming that issue students from nursing school whom have
practical courses (named ulve project) or have worked as under nurse in different facilities will
help in gathering such kind of information.
TW, transaction based on this worldview can be seen as a state of the art application that provides
an easy and constant way of communication with physicians and other patients. This is aimed to
reduce confusion and help patients in the process of finding and validating information. Also it
provides an online community for patients to be used as patient support groups.
Criteria for assessment
Efficacy; results should be visible in form of well-planned and developed application that offers
a communication medium with physicians and provides a social platform for patient support
groups.
Efficiency: The application model should be technology independent and work on any given
platform. It should be free of charge and easy to use.
Effectiveness; It should be useable for patients suffering from savior ADHD and other
disabilities.
Elegance: It should have a nice interface and support basic functions that are known to be
fundamental for today applications.
Ethically: Patients’ dignity and privacy is important and it should not be overlooked.
Root definition
“Developing an application that helps patients share their findings and questions with
their respective physicians and provide an online patient community for local patients.
Delivered application expected to be easy and enjoyable to use.”
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Figure 5.5 purposeful activity model three based on patients’ worldview
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6. Phase 3, Accommodation
Previous chapter ended with delivery of three root definitions and subsequently three purposeful
activity models. These models will use in this chapter to find an accommodation among them and
define a model of intervention that considers basic needs of the worldviews.
As it can be seen from the models and arguments behind them there is a profound difference
between expectations of different stakeholders in the process. While healthcare professionals and
department of healthcare and social affair have different viewpoints about abstraction level and
technology dependency of solution rather than strategic per se, patients stand for evolutionary use
of technology to facilitate a whole set of new services and also offer the current services in a new
way. With a bit of exaggeration one can label this group as anarchical in the sense that
reengineering the healthcare system in order to facilitate new services based on technological
achievements is not that strange for them.
Three different worldviews in a glance:
•
•
•

Department of health and social affairs: quite conservative and satisfied with small, yet well
thought contribution in order to evaluate the results and expand the findings in case they are
aligned with eHealth strategy.
Physicians: pragmatic and expect a working model that can be adopted to add new services to
enhance the immediate problems. Overall goals and standards of the healthcare system should be
considered in the solution development.
Patients: revolutionist, and don’t care about well thought planned change that might take a long
time, rather having solutions that enhance the situation in short term time.

Finding an accommodation among these worldviews is not an easy task because of contradictory
expectations about the solution. Intervention cannot be both well planned and at the same time
use all the available technologies in order to bring the state of art services overnight. However in
order to find and accommodation semi-structured discussions between the researcher and group
representatives took place.
When it comes to department of health care and social services they want activities in this field to
be affiliated with their strategy. In particular about objectives of this research they want
SNOMED CT as the used terminology for classification of medical terms. However physicians
have a different idea and they don’t think that the mentioned terminology system can work well
without dramatic customization. The process of customization is going on and the more health
society uses the ontology it will become more comprehensive as department of health believes.
Advantages and disadvantages of SNOMED CT as result of discussion among professionals can
be listed as below.
Benefits and possibilities of SNOMED CT listed as:
•
•
•

In order to have reliable, sustainable and efficient information system architecture we need to
adapt to a wildly used terminology system.
If patient information is about to share among different parties, it should be secure and effort free
based on same or similar technology in order to guarantee patient’s safety.
Unequivocal and clear cut definitions and agreements on terms is essential for a high quality care
and patients’ safety
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•
•
•

Adopting such a terminology system can make our system compatible with other countries that
adopted the same terminology. It can help to have a seamless patient transfer overseas.
Having such a terminology and information architecture on top of it can make information a long
term resource rather than bonded to technology. This is the whole purpose of such kind of
development.
Having a systematic way of information structure can make the patient process more
understandable for other parties and also it can make decision making more straightforward.

On the other hand disadvantages of adopting SNOMED CT can be listed as below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It mentioned couple of times that parts on SNOMED CT is not fully validated and what if other
countries, including us, drop the terminology after a while?
SNOMED CT is not a fully decision support system terminology yet.
It is not totally adoptable to the Swedish system and eventually it has to be reorganized for
particular aspects of Swedish healthcare. Also it is not comprehensive and some parts are missing
including, social care, occupational therapy and physiotherapy.
More importantly, SNOMED CT does not support linguistic definitions, criteria's of diagnosis,
information models etc.
It has to be translated to the Swedish language and it might lose the international purpose as it
mentioned in the pros.
Expectations on SNOMED CT are unrealistic – this has to be handled.
The knowledge about SNOMED CT is generally low in Sweden.
SNOMED CT not detailed enough for clinical use.
Documentation about SNOMED not openly available at present.
There is a lack of references on practical use of SNOMED CT.
Expensive? Hard to estimate costs and resources needed for translation and implementation.

Despite the negative atmosphere about adapting to SNOMED CT, physicians agreed to use it as
the base of development for the system since it has been adopted by department of health and
social affairs and there is no way out of it. This was a particular milestone in the research process,
since it has a significant effect on the model development and from the other side this decision
can jeopardizes the whole model if users find it difficult to work with the SNOMED CT
terminology.
The philosophical background of Swedish healthcare system is based on delivering high quality,
equal access and safe healthcare system as mentioned before. This was not an area of
disagreement among stakeholders and physicians representative agreed on criteria about
effectiveness and efficiency based on the department’s purposeful activity model which concerns
those goals.
One another major concern was degree of control over the shared material on the system. Should
users submit the content freely or should it be published after auditing by an examination board?
Although physicians were concerned that inaccurate information might compromise patients’
safety, they realized that it will be impossible to check everything. Instead idea of rating contents
by the users to filter information came up.
Technological aspect of the system was the last item to discuss, from one hand department
requires a technology independent model for dealing with the problem and on the other hand
users want to have a system that offers specific services based on conventional technological
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infrastructures. Discussions about this issue led to having a social media as the main medium of
the system with selected range of technological instances on that, however system should be able
to add services to the current ones based on emergent needs.
As it mentioned in section 4, currently IT units are overloaded and there is no way that they can
handle extra load, in this sense using existing and freely available infrastructures are appreciated.
Patient representative described the requirements as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have access to organized information about symptoms and alternative treatments in different
indexing order
ability to discuss their findings and thoughts on the system
Unanimous comments or question in case they want to
Ability to suggest content to each other
Private channels of communication as well as public ways.
Getting alert in case their desired or registered subjects updated in the system
Ability to book or change their meeting time in the clinic on the system

The main discussion was about the control over the contents of the system, physicians vigorously
wanted to have a board that confirms and validate the contents before they get published on the
media. However at the end they realized that it could be an obstacle towards growth and use of
the system. However the board will remain and publish the official blog based on top ranked
contents and experts’ comments on those.
Physician’s representative mentioned their desired functionality as:
•

•
•
•

“I would like it to be like a discussion forum open for anyone with an interest in the regional
chain of care for these conditions, primarily healthcare users and healthcare staff, that is.” Then
he started to explain his ideal process like this; “Persons will have to register themselves to
participate, and when they do so they will also choose from a list in what way they are related to
the topic, that is for example: patient; healthcare staff; family/parent/sibling; other”
“It would be nice also to have a blog-possibility on the site, where various persons could blog,
like this week’s blog, kind of.” Then he said “Links would be nice, not least to the formal boring
page that will be constructed by me and the county council.”
In answer to the question of efficiency he said; “It should be easy to publish and understand the
page.”
“And maybe, it would be nice to have the possibility to send e-mail to those registered, for
example about this week’s blog, with their permission of course” was his last concern about the
situation.

So in conclusion the approved system should offer an open social network dedicated for health
related issues that provides mechanisms for information exchange and debates about the subject
maters based on an information structure that can be used to add additional private services for
selected users. The information structure should be compatible with other development in the
area of healthcare by department of health and social affairs in order to make further integration
possible. Emphasis should be on developing a model which is irrelevant of technology for further
adjustments.
Having an agreement on the functionality and scope of the system with different stakeholders, the
researcher and his contact person listed the requirements of the social network as bellow:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A free to visit platform (it means that unsubscribed users can also use limited number of services
without revealing the participants details)
Facilities to publish content on the system
Facilities for recommend content or add comments on the published content
No control over user contents, however the system should has mechanisms for rating and ranking
contents. Also users should be able to report incongruous content with optional description about
why they think that it should be removed from the system.
Hierarchical structure of users; administrator group, subscribed users and visitors.
Define the public profile
List\edit connections
Connection notification (edit)
Participate in group activities (engage in affairs)
Control permissions, preference and privacy settings
A discussion forum, in which he has a privilege to delete or modify the contents, for ethical and
legal issues.
A blog that could be used as an official communication way from clinic perspective.
A system that can send emails to registered users on demand.
Wiki pages in which experts share their experiences

Providing a cluster of pages for dedicated disorders in which newly discovered information by
patients and physicians publish. These pages need to have supervision in order to remain error
free. Users should be able to subscribe in those pages in order to get RSS feeds about current
news and feeds of the page. Ability to share that content on social networking websites like
Facebook and twitter should be another function of this page.
System should be able to update itself from well-known and trustworthy websites, for according
that system should be able to subscribe to other’s RSS and publish those as current news on the
site.
Users should have their own profiles in order to provide optional information about themselves
and their engagement with the healthcare process in order to provide a social network.
Although developing multimedia content is not part of the activities in the clinic, but there are
large number of multimedia content available on the net, so system can have a section for storing
multimedia section.
Enhancements in the on demand content translation in recent years make it possible to translate
the content in any language with a fair level of quality, so system should be able to translate
foreign documents to Swedish or English on demand. However system should notify the user that
his is an automated translation and might have ambiguities.
In order to come up with the mentioned model activities can be divided in two categories;
•
•

Group 1, those related to providing a social medium.
Group 2, those which use the social medium to provide a service.

And here we were, having an accommodation!
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In summary group 1 deals with providing social medium to enhance communication among
participants. This will help patients to help each other in the process of seeking and analyzing
information. Also online patient support groups can be formed on this media to help patients
coping with their chronicle diseases. As it claimed by the interviewees this social media could
decrease information overload effects from two sides. Firstly, it makes it possible for patients to
discuss their findings with each other rather than ask every single issue from their physicians.
This subsequently decrease information overload from the patients side. Secondly, physicians can
use this media to exchange information and best practices among each other. This can help
reducing information overload from internal and external sources that affects internal affairs of
the clinic as it described in previous sections.
Activity group 2 is dealing with providing a service on the developed social media to control
knowledge explosion. This works based on Information Logistics model, which introduced in the
theory chapter and deals with delivery of information were its needed. In the other words
SNOMED CT will be used as ontology to index protocols and provide appropriate information
based on users rates and suggestions for each step of the protocol for the people involved in that
protocol.
This section started with analyzing of delivered purposeful activity models in order to find an
accommodation among them. At the end stakeholders agreed on developing a social media for
enhancing communication in order to deal with information overload problem and also providing
additional services to deal knowledge explosion and upcoming issues.
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7. Phase 4, Model of Intervention
Results of accommodation among purposeful activity models in the previous section dived into
two activity groups;
•
•

Group 1, those related to providing a social medium.
Group 2, those which use the social medium to provide a service.

7.1 Activity Group 1
In order to provide a social media tailored for these context requirements of such application
based on the mentioned needs of the era should be gathered.
Based on the interview results and literature review, researcher defined four different access
levels for such kind of application;
1. System administrator, in this level the top physician can change the categories (these categories
will describe later on). She/he can add, remove or edit healthcare protocols, configure RSS
delivery modes, remove or reorganize content, update the clinic blog and grant or prohibit access
to the users.
2. Physicians’ access level, in these level physicians can subscribe to different contents on their own
pages, review, and comment and update the contents, set up chat sessions with other users and
define new criteria for indexing. This level also has the ability to share private contents among
limited number of users.
3. Patients’ access level, in this level users have a full view of the contents, can share and grad
contents based on their own experience. They can also edit and send comments about available
material on the system, although their comments will publish after a professional review. They
can request for chat sessions with physicians or among themselves.
4. Anonymous access level, in these level users can see the material and send comments with the
same procedure as patients. They cannot share or edit contents or participate in chat sessions.

Convectional social network functionalities, including adding or following friends, tagging
content and users, commenting on the content and private messaging and sharing multimedia
content are the base line of this model. Adding to that system should be able to characterize
contents based on SNOMED CT terminology for search and retrieve purposes. Users should be
able to follow particular symptoms, protocols and treatment methods organized based on that
terminology. Additional features of the system could be an official blog, which gets updated by
physicians as a formal communication mechanism for the system. Due to the open nature of the
system users can share content freely, however other users can report inappropriate contents and
administrators would be able to remove them from the system in case they want to. The rating
mechanism helps users to understand other’s viewpoints about contents. Physicians can flag
contents in green or red colors based on accuracy of information.
The last stage is to deliver the contents to the users in their convenient fashion. Users might use
different technological platforms on different devices for performing their interactions with
system. Also users might want to get information on particular time or on particular format. So
having a structure to allow users to select or define the delivery method based on their particular
need is important. However technology achievements in the web area in recent years made it
possible to achieve those requirements without major problems.
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Another simultaneous approach would be providing means of communication with system and
other users, from one side system should be able to send information on multiple platforms for
different devices. This approach makes it possible to get the information on different devices like
personal computers, mobile phones and handheld devices. From the other hand system should be
able to schedule the communication based on user requirements. For instance in the school hours,
minors should not get notification on their devices or similar stories.
As it mentioned before the social network here will act as the media not the goal of development.
After capturing user requirements and overview of best practices of software development, in a
meeting with the contact person at the clinic details of that social medium designed as described
above. Figure 7.1 shows the use case model of the social medium and figure 7.2 illustrate the data
model for this application.

Figure 7.1 use case model (created with Enterprise Architect Version 7.0)
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Figure 7.2 Data model (created with Enterprise Architect Version 7.0)

Having the use case diagram and data model in hand the application model based on state of the
art functions of social networks delivered as it can be seen in figure 7.3. The model discussed
with the client to get his confirmation about the final product and he mentioned that he is happy
with the results after all.
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Figure 7.3 application model
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In this model column one shows the available actions on contents and users. This is the main
means of social media in which users can interact with other users and available content. Second
column shows the users functions and last column illustrates systems functions. First row block
shows the content and the second one deals with people.
Figure 7.3 provides the answer for the second research question in terms of application model,
however it is not completed yet and there is a service that needs to be added to this model to deal
with the knowledge explosion problem.

7.2 Activity Group 2
Providing a service for controlling the flow of information among participants can result in
decreased information overload and controlled knowledge explosion. Information logistics model
purposed by Sandkuhl (2009) caught eyes of participants in the accommodation process and they
agreed on usefulness of that model. This model works based on a triangle with demand, content
and distribution. Additional considerations like time of delivery have been mentioned as well.
As it described by the interviewees, healthcare protocols can be lengthy and there might be
particular pieces of information that are relevant or important for specific parts of that protocol.
Also healthcare staffs receive information which has not anything to do with them or don’t have
an immediate use for them. Majority of administrative information in the clinic falls in this
category. Patients from the other hand capture information willingly, but as it mentioned before
that information could be irrelevant or inaccurate, so providing a service that offers them
information that they need in right amount with enough explanation and just in time can serve
well for them as well.
In order to enhance information overload problem in this stage a service will represent on the top
of that social media based on Information logistics principals to enhance this situation. This
model works based on interplay of content, demand and distribution.
7.2.1 Information demand
Information demand is the key concept. Physicians get too much information that they either
have to ignore or spend substantial time analyzing that information as described before. User’s
profiles, situation based and context based are mentioned as ways of understanding the
information demands in the literature.
User profiles provide a cluster of information about users for instance protocols that they are
involved in, their diagnoses and selective fields of interest. Additional information like following
activities of other users can also be presented in user profiles. In the other words this model tries
to anticipate information demand based on current stage of treatment and diagnoses as the main
tool, however additional interests or filters should be able to add to the profiles for a more
tailored information demand.
In order to overcome problems of mailing lists for clinic staff, additional groups should be
defined to customize recipients of those information based on different activities that stuff are
involved in, this can be included in users’ profiles as well. The important thing is that those
groups should be dynamic and users should be able to subscribe or unsubscribe easily.
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For capturing information demands of each user accurately, a large set of attributes and indexes
need to be defied. For start SNOMED CT terminology, or at least relevant parts of it, should be
used to have first attribute type based on medical conditions. Other sets of attributes including
personal information, age, sex, stage of diagnoses and etc. can be second set of attributes to filter
information.
Another approach is situation based demand which is based on balancing the information send to
the users on their schedules. This is optimal for controlling information overload since users’
calendars can be considered and based on planned meetings or scheduled therapy sessions,
information related to that sessions can be provided for the users.
Context based demand are those that can be send based on the stage of diagnoses or procedures
that physicians involved in the system.
Without dealing with the complications of deploying an intelligent agent here, demands can be
captured based on previous user search, read contents and social activities on mentioned contents.
That sort of technology has been available for a while now and major corporations, like Google
and Facebook, also using them to filter information. Besides that, users should be able to register
on different groups or topics for getting information about those particular topics. In the designed
social media users can suggest content to each other or tag each other on contents that can be
another demand capturing mechanism.
A large set of attributes needs to be determined to create users profiles and capture their
information demands efficiently. Having clear vision about information demands can lead to
reduced information overload since users will not get involved in the information that they don’t
have use for. Administrative information both from inside the clinic and also from county council
authorities send to all registered users, having those attributes can lead to smart mailing lists that
target appropriate audiences.
When it comes to patients it looks easier to capture demand based on user profiles, since
categorization based on symptoms, diagnoses or therapists could be easier. Although the same
approach can be used for care providers based on protocols that they are interested in or areas that
they want to get info from. Alternatively patents can be linked to their physicians in order to be
aware of their social activities.
7.2.2 Dealing with the content
Providing the right content is the most challenging part, there are several ways in literature to
deal with this approach. Matching with the ontology is important part of this system and
SNOMED CT has adopted by Swedish healthcare system as the ontology. However this model is
highly based on collective knowledge creation of users rather than automated content generation.
Web 2.0 technologies including rating and ranking are the most important part in that area, users
should be able to reflect upon shared material and grade them in order to capture the most
appropriate material on the system for each particular tag or topic. Physicians want to have
privilege over this process in order to rank or suggest or remove content from the system based
on their own knowledge. In the discussion sessions between patients and physicians giving
physicians’ profiles Wight of 5 instead of 1 in the ranking process seemed reasonable by
everyone. It means that physicians votes considers as 5 normal users’ vote.
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7.2.3 Delivery
Delivery is the simplest task on this mode; users can define the most appropriate way of
delivering the contents based on their required format. System should allow them to choose or
eliminate certain times for delivery also it should facilitate alternative ways like text and
multimedia messages on their cellphones. Other delivery methods could be emails or
conventional web interfaces.

Figure 7.4 IL model in practice

Results of above analysis lead to a technology independent information logistics model for the
healthcare sector as illustrated in figure 7.5. Distribution at the top deals with delivery of the
content and since this is a technology independent model any sort of services could add on the
top of the model to deliver information on desired formats. On the second layer demand is
captured based on user profiles either via automated mechanisms or other user’s suggestions.
Third layer is service layer in which protocols are located. Also custom request and response
irrelevant of protocols can be set there. On the forth layer SNOMED CT is providing terminology
for those protocols and other custom requests. However SNOMED CT is not the only means of
classification in this system and user’s defined terminologies can be work simultaneously. Last
but not least, fifth layer provide data for this system from various resources including local and
academic data bases, documents and users found material.
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Figure 7.5 IL service structure

Generated final model represented to the participants and they all acknowledged that this model
could enhance the situation, however physicians want to see the actual product to see if it helps or
not. Getting appreciation of different stakeholders is not surprising or something extraordinary
since they were involved in the process and participated in the model development.
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This section provide an application model for enhancing communication and also used collective
knowledge creation property of social web instead of information logistics principals to provide a
solution.
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8. Discussions
This section discusses the results of study. At the beginning a short reflection of Soft System
Methodology will be represented. Theoretical material witch used in the course of this research
will briefly discuss in the following section.

8.1 Reflection on SSM Method
Healthcare systems are extremely complex and physicians are under huge pressure from various
factors. From one side, there are different authorities with countless sets of rules, protocols and
procedures that should be followed carefully in order to provide high quality and reliable
services. And from the other side, there are frustrated patients with fragile state of minds as a
result of dealing with their health condition and confusion caused by inaccurate or hard to absorb
information. The mentioned issues and information related problems make physicians working
hours quite intense and energy consuming. Providing initiatives for change in such environment
is not an easy task due to the number of stakeholders and legal, ethical and economic
considerations. In situations like this the SSM’s philosophy, which is based on providing better
change initiatives through an immense data finding phase followed by accommodation making,
seems to be effective since various factors considered to form characteristics of intervention to
enhance that complex situation.
Although one of the fundamental assumptions in SSM’s philosophy is that there are people who
act purposefully to enhance the situation, which subsequently means that they are willing to
compromise, in reality finding an accommodation is not easy. Sometimes the same people who
want to make situation better cannot make compromises easily and there is a good chance that
basic needs of a group of worldviews sacrifice at the end due to various social and legal
constraints and also bargaining capabilities of their representatives. The latter is quite important
and personal characteristics of people involved in the discussions can affect the course of
intervention dramatically. One would say this is the whole purpose of SSM and those people with
their personalities shape the environment in which intervention should take place. This can be a
valid argument as long as a limited scale intervention is in mind, but for large scale interventions,
like the one in this research, each worldview covers thousands of people and researchers should
come up with ways to reduce such kinds of influence on the accommodation process. At the end,
researchers need to be sure that there are working in a compromising culture, otherwise it is
strongly recommended to avoid SSM.
Adding to above, conducting research based on SSM is quite challenging and requires active
participation of representatives of each worldview to be successful. firstly SSM is a holistic
approach, which aimed for consider huge number of elements in the environment in order to have
a clear understanding about the problematical situation and deliver a solution that has a better
chance to enhance the problematical situation. In reality capturing all those elements in details is
not feasible or in some cases even possible, for instance understanding the culture and political
structures over a short period of time seems to be impossible in any given domain. Secondly
finding an accommodation among different worldviews is quite challenging as mentioned before
and requires high compromise culture among participants. In the case of this research each of the
suggested solutions in the phase three would consider two worldviews at most and there were
always one worldview ignored in the action plans. The delivered model has least degree of
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compatibility with patient’s requirements list, namely, having an open system based on
conventional social networks, Facebook or twitter for instance, did not have a chance to stand due
to the restrictions and safety precautions. Thirdly, coming up with appropriate and measurable
criteria for 5Es is a hard task as well since there are a lot of different factors which cannot be
quantify easily. So criteria for efficiency and such will remain vague and client’s feelings about
the solution might consider being the most important criteria. Fourthly, huge amount of
information about different aspects of domain will create over the course of conducting the
research. This makes the analysis part really hard for inexperienced researcher since choosing the
appropriate pieces of information for presenting and analysis might be challenging, but on the
bright side this methodology could be used for software development projects since it considers
variety of factors and subsequently increases the success chance.
In this research, results of interviews and comments of experts from the university and industry
change the direction of research three times. First version was attempting to contribute to the
eHealth strategy; second version was attempting to deal with information related issues via
knowledge management theories and the current version attempting to find a solution for
information overload via social web and information logistics. Dynamic nature of methodology
made these shifts possible and the current solution got approval of different people involved in
the research. This can indicate that results of this research are rigorous after all and SSM is
capable of delivering desirable solutions at the end, although it might slow down the process.
Reflecting on SSM progress and findings is not easy since it is a holistic approach and researcher
ends up with huge amount of data and analysis. It could be challenging to put just enough
material into the report which is explanatory enough, yet not over explained.
This research took a long path and findings from the filed changed the nature of theories and
direction of the research several time. This is a natural process in action research and perhaps is
one of the ways that rigorousness of research achieved. The purposed application model has the
most compatibility with the environment. First it is not technology dependent and can be
developed in any desired fashion. This is particularly important since there are different ICTs in
the healthcare system and incase authorities decided to implement the solution they won’t face
problems. Secondly since the IT units are crowded as interviews pointed out; it can be developed
and hosted on external servers, since it has not integrated with current systems. Thirdly, users
have different level of privilege and control over the system, this feature is used to guarantee
patients safety and privacy.

8. 2 Patient-Centered care Method
Having investigated the field and read the literature, it is crystal clear that the future trend in
modern healthcare systems is lying under PCM. Results of interviewees indicated that although
physicians consider patients’ preferences in treatment process, they still believe in decision
making in the old fashion way (DCM). This issue showed itself several times during discussions
about stage of control over the system in accommodation finding process. Physicians could not
stand any situation in which there were not privileged over the contents and user activities. This
is entirely against promises of social web, but they mentioned that inaccurate information can
jeopardize patients’ safety and having an uncontrolled environment is not a negotiable demand.
As a result of that the delivered model appreciates their medical knowledge by giving them
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functionalities to control the content or having extra votes in ranking and rating process. In the
other worlds they can alter the popular contents in some extend.
Among the mentioned characteristics of PCM, all of them require sufficient information
provision in order to be effective. However the same privacy concerns about health related
information results in slow developments in that area. Superb access to care mentioned as one of
the main problems, which fall out from scope of that research since there were other managerial
and resource issues. Increased efficiency as a result of enhanced information overload can have
direct effects on shortening that queues, yet problem needs to be examined in other disciplines.
Results showed that information overload and knowledge explosion have direct negative effects
on PCM in the areas of access to care, coordination and patients engagement in care. This
research dealt with the effects of publicly available knowledge on the internet, but it is just the tip
of the iceberg and other information related issues like information ownership has serious effects
on PCM. Patients’ health records, diagnoses and personalized communication channels with
physicians need to be taking into account in order to facilitate a wide range of new services for
getting a smoother PCM. In the field of medical research, those records can provide a valuable
asset for researchers, just if sophisticated information systems that can guarantee data security
and integrity and also patient’s privacy get implemented.
In conclusion there is a long way to go but it seems that Sweden has started to move towards such
landscape and enhancing information exchange methods can pave the way to the future of PCM
healthcare.

8.3 Information Overload
Information overload did not mention as one of the main problems of healthcare systems,
however results of this research indicates that information overload has significant impact on
healthcare services for patients suffering from chronicle mental disorders. Information overload
has clear internal and external contributors as mentioned in the body of this report and the
Internet is one of the main contributors to the healthcare information overload.
Among mentioned factors in the literature that are leading to information overload, indication to
rationalism by collecting massive amount of information for better decision making by both
patients and physicians is the major attitude that leads to information overload. It is obvious from
the findings that the Internet is the main tool for information gathering from that area. It should
be noted that in this research the Internet considered as platform that offers various services, but
individual effects of those services did not study. For instance majority of academic journals
distribute over the internet and they have different implications on information overload.
Another visible factor that leads to information overload is the tendency among both groups to
collect information just in case it may be useful in future. This attitude made stacks of papers
piled up in the physicians’ rooms and hard disks full of material on their computers. This is
clearly a cultural attitude and needs to be addressed in other disciplines like behavioral science.
It is quite unlikely to overcome information overload issue in one attempt because there are
different numbers of contributors involve, however information logistics as a solution seems to
be effective (it will discussed more in later section). Reducing information overload from internal
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sources is more likely to be effective rather than external sources, since employees feel the
problem themselves and providing appropriate mechanisms have a good chance of appreciation
by them. For instance the mentioned problem in the mailing lists has already reduced in the clinic
just by making senders aware that sending emails to a mass audience is not appropriate and use
group based lists based on projects or interests.
It seems that at the end people will find their own ways of dealing with information overload or
simply accept it as it is, however efficacy reduction still remains in organizations. This personal
information control is one of the mentioned strategies for information overload in the literature,
which can help in this domain in some extent, but cannot have a significant impact since stuff get
too much information from different resources haphazardly and patents expect a relatively well
thought response in a timely matter. Intelligent agents were another method for deal with this
problem.
Knowledge management models have been examined in the literature for curing the information
overload problem and results shown to be promising in some cases. There has not been that many
attempts to cure information overload by information logistics principals as this research did. The
main reason for that is IL is not as mature as KM and also developing sematic algorithms
(intelligent agents) is a complicated task. In this research a new approach used for replacing
collective knowledge creation property of social web instead of intelligent agents in the way that
demand determined by agents, but contents get filtered, sorted and validated by users. Success of
this approach is highly depending on acceptance of the designed social application and active
participation of users in the process.

8.4 Social Web
Successful applications of social web, like wiki pages and forums, showed that users willingly
share their knowledge on the right platform; participants in this research are also mentioned that
they are willing to contribute in the process, however in reality acceptance of social networks
among participants depends on other factors including design, user friendliness, and acceptance
by other users and etc. It seems that success of this particular model is depending on one more
factor as well, how physicians deal with the system and allow patients interact freely or not!
As mentioned before physicians are highly privileged over patients and if this brings a negative
atmosphere for patients, success chance can decrease dramatically.
Web 2.0 technologies including blogs, forums and Wikis are relatively easy to use and patients
are already using them. There are huge numbers of open source packages for development
costume made social applications and probably this and ease of use led to their rapid expansion.
The collaborative knowledge creation aimed to work based on 'survival of the fittest' paradigm in
which users participate to enhance the content and remove the inaccurate information. However
there is a flipside, mentioned ease of use and openness can reduce the information accuracy since
everyone can collaborate in the process and content might be altered by inaccurate information as
well. Spam and advertisements posted by fake patients can be other problems that come with the
package. In this situation physicians’ privilege does not seem like a bad thing.
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It seems that social web is mature enough to have its identification regardless of web 2.0
technologies, this provide opportunities to study applications of social web as a tool itself in other
areas.

8.5 Information Logistics
Information logistics model which used in this research provides a simple way of seeing the
information provision based on demand, content and distribution. Additional factors like time and
format can also be included in the system. The interplay of demand and content facilitates a
model for users to have influence on the information that they receive by altering their demands.
Content providing is the most challenging part in application development for the reasons that
mentioned before. This research argues that getting the best results and providing the most
appropriate content for demand is laying under collective knowledge systems, which combine
semantic algorithms with social web. In other words people’s inelegance should meet machine
generated data to fulfill this purpose. There is a drawback to this approach though, such solutions
can be effective if users actually trust and use the system. In that sense, the self-regulatory
function of the system works otherwise the system will remain unlearned and in the other words,
useless.
This research aimed to provide an operational model for information logistics in the healthcare
sector in response to Haftor (2009) proposal for research in this field. The purposed model is
integrated with other disciplines, namely social web, and cannot be seen as a pure Information
Logistics Operational Model. This is not surprising since this research conducted based on action
research and results were supposed to be inform of workable solution rather than pure theoretical
contribution.

8.6 Contribution to the Information Systems Field
This research has clear contributions to the information system research field. Firstly, it started
with contextualizing information related issues, namely information overload and knowledge
explosion, in the healthcare field. Secondly, with the help of theories from the respected
discipline, namely social web and information logistics, purposed an application model to
enhance the situation in the healthcare system.
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9. Conclusion
This study aimed to examine existence and possible effects of information overload in the
healthcare system. Results of this study prove that information overload is a real problem in the
modern healthcare systems and treatment process of patients suffering from chronicle mental
illnesses are extremely affected by it. This phenomenon makes patients confused due to the huge
amount of contradictory information that is available on the Internet and makes patients desperate
to consult with professionals to validate their findings. When it comes to the physicians,
information overload slows down their decision making processes and reduces their performance.
Information overload has two distinctive sources in the healthcare context; internal and external.
Internal sources of information overload include massive information distribution form
authorities, regardless of their target audience and physician’s professional attitudes. Healthcare
protocols and routine procedures might include considerable amount of information. This
information is subject to change due to the dynamic nature of healthcare systems and it takes
large chunk of physicians’ time to deal with those procedures. Adding to that physicians’
mentality dictates them to keep themselves updated about achievements in their respective
disciplines, which adds to the problem on information overload due to the increasing number of
publications in the healthcare sector. External sources are those that come from patients in forms
of haphazard information in treatment sessions or via conventional media (email, telephone and
etc.).
Second aim of this study was to purpose a solution to enhance the situation. Through utilization
of social web and information logistics an application model developed, which provides a
platform for communication among different users via state of the art web 2.0 technologies. This
platform helps users to share their acquired information and help each other validating those
contents. Adding to that developed model has functionalities to act as an online support group for
patients. A specific service designed based on information logistics principles that use collective
knowledge creation property of social web to determine information content for demands of
different users to decrease information overload and knowledge explosion problems in the
healthcare context.
Future Research
Individuals’ information retrieval skills via information literacy theory could be an interesting
area of research to determine effects of personal skills on information overload in the healthcare
context.
Staff turnover due to the good job market for professionals in healthcare systems could be subject
of a study for examining its effects on routine procedures of healthcare providers.
This study aimed capture information overload implication on healthcare services for chronicle
mental disorders. In order to have a holistic model for talking information overload problem in
the healthcare system, other areas of healthcare need to be studied as well.
It seems essential to conduct a dedicated study on limitations and possibilities of small scale
developments in Swedish healthcare system. This could lead to a platform for such sort of
developments for specific areas without disturbing the system as a whole.
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Effects of information overload on individuals involved in the healthcare system could be another
area of research. Stress and long working hours are common problems that need to be addressed
in other disciplines.
Integration of health care records to the delivered platform could be an extension to this
application model and could bring advantages for the parties involved in the care.
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